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Executive Summary
The purpose of this summary is to highlight the results of the Planning and Implementation grants
received from the William Penn Foundation by the Valley Creek Restoration Partnership (VCRP)
for work performed in the Crabby Creek sub-watershed of Valley Creek Watershed. The work
under the William Penn Foundation Implementation Grant allowed for the implementation and
testing of the holistic approach of VCRP in actual management of the water resources for this
suburbanized watershed.
Crabby Creek is now successfully adjusting to VCRP’s sub-watershed approach to 1) reduce
runoff in the upland developed areas and 2) stabilize, relocate and restore thirteen hundred feet
of the most-heavily eroded stream banks in the mid section of the Crabby Creek watershed.
VCRP did learn things in the work that challenged, revised and enhanced its approach to holistic
watershed water resources management. The lessons and practices learned from this effort will
assist VCRP in its future work on the other 30 sub-watersheds in Valley Creek watershed. We
think these lessons and practices are useful for other organizations that work for improved water
resources in their watersheds.
This summary describes the short-term and long-term results of the grants and the lessons that
were learned in overall watershed management approaches, stream stabilization and stormwater
management.
Outputs:
Planning Grant. Under the Planning grant provided by William Penn Foundation (WPF), VCRP
was able to evaluate the surface water resources of Crabby Creek watershed through the
services of the consulting firm, LandStudies, Inc. Their evaluation enabled VCRP to develop a
holistic approach to water resources management of Crabby Creek that consisted of; runoff
reductions through installation of best management practices for stormwater management, the
potential re-connections of two stream portions of Crabby with their floodplains, and stream
rehabilitation to prevent future erosion of banks. LandStudies divided Crabby Creek into five
sections and prioritized those sections for rehabilitation. They also calculated the square footage
of impervious surfaces in the watershed by category of land use. The land use with the most
impervious surface is roads at 55 percent of total impervious surfaces. LandStudies also
evaluated the potential runoff reductions from upstream use of stormwater BMPs in the
residential and commercial areas and determined the cost and reduction in flows during various
size storms. LandStudies also identified the existing shear stress in the main stem of Crabby
Creek as a large challenge for rehabilitation work in Crabby Creek. The shear stress arises from
the high gradient in Crabby Creek combined with the large amount of excess runoff from the 30
percent of land that is covered with impervious surfaces in upper Crabby Creek. Also a
contributing factor is the reconfigured stream valley due to the installation of the sanitary sewer
line. The installation of the sewer line narrowed the valleys the tributaries run in and essentially
eliminated any connection to a flood plain. This reconfiguration of the stream valley led to deeper
flood flows increasing the shear stress.
Implementation Grant. The Implementation grant from WPF required three major project
components from the VCRP.
• The relocation and rehabilitation of 1000 feet of a mid-section of Crabby Creek. This
became a relocation to its more historical channel in the watershed. The rehabilitation
design and construction work was done by Rettew Associates under a U.S. Corps of
Engineers and PA DEP joint permit. The result is a stabilized stream that will prevent the
continuation of the very high erosion of stream banks and bed that was occurring in the
former stream site and the resulting downstream sedimentation. Rettew Associates
designed a stabilization that is conducive to fish habitat and passage. (The final length of
stream relocated and restored became 1300’ with the addition of a Growing Greener
grant.)
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•

•

The installation of three rock infiltration trenches down slope of three storm sewer outlets.
Cahill Associates identified the presence of 22 storm sewer outlets in Crabby Creek
watershed as prime targets for installing best management practices since runoff is
concentrated at those storm sewer outlets. Cahill Associates designed the three
structures that will capture, at minimum, the first 0.5” of rainfall from 30 acres of drainage
area.
The development of this document that describes what was done under the grants, how it
was done, and the policy and practice implications of the work. A solid baseline for this
work was the result of work performed by the Chester County Water Resources Authority
under their Rivers Conservation Plan, the Valley Creek Watershed Technical
Compendium and the Act 167 work on Valley Creek watershed of which Crabby Creek is
one tributary.

Outcomes: VCRP’s outcomes from the above outputs fall into several categories of applied
policies and best practices.
Overall Watershed Evaluation:
• Having a professional firm (LandStudies, Inc.) conduct a hydrologic and fluvial
geomorphology study at the beginning of the process to analyze Crabby Creek
Watershed was considered beneficial for; prioritizing the reaches of Crabby Creek for
undertaking stream rehabilitation projects, calculating the total impervious cover of
Crabby Creek watershed (30%), and calculating the distribution of that impervious cover
by roads, residential and commercial/institutional land uses.
• Previous and concurrent studies of Valley Creek Watershed by the Water Resources
Authority of Chester County, including Crabby Creek, were also invaluable in prioritizing
reaches of Crabby for stabilization and understanding the fluvial dynamics at work.
• VCRP learned that the greatest amount of impervious surface in Crabby Creek
watershed is roads (55 %), followed by residential properties (27%) and
commercial/institutional properties (17%). Road surfaces that are drained into storm
water systems with outlets into waterways are controllable in Crabby Creek watershed.
However, many road surfaces are not now controlled. There is a pressing need for
educational workshops and written material to help all municipalities and watershed
organizations in the Schuylkill River Basin plan for and implement runoff control from
roads.
Stream Rehabilitation:
• The long-held practice of locating sewer lines near streams to take advantage of the
gravity forces has to either be abandoned or accomplished in a way that assures that the
accelerated meandering of the streams will not cross paths with the sewer lines. Over
the course of decades, streams whose dynamic forces are increased by excess storm
runoff will, most likely cause sewer lines and manholes to be exposed and increase the
risk of ruptures that can spill raw sewage into streams. Sewers allow more development,
which generates more runoff, which causes more erosion and the vicious cycle
continues. Crabby Creek has exposed manholes and sewer lines, which have required
Tredyffrin Township to take emergency actions to protect the sewer structures. Some of
the rubble and silt that has transported from upstream in Crabby Creek to downstream
has come from sewer line fill material that is more highly erodible than the surrounding
areas. The presence of the sewer lines also caused delays and complications in
rehabilitating Crabby Creek. Sewer lines are also susceptible to “inflow” of groundwater
that enters the pipes when groundwater is high or when they are located near streams
and springs. Inflows of 30% are not uncommon in older sewer systems. VCRP was not
able to determine from Tredyffrin Public Works just how much groundwater flows into the
sewer lines of Crabby Creek.
• Steep slopes, excess runoff, the presence of sewer lines, and the need to aim a stream
at a downstream culvert act together to require armoring of a stream like Crabby Creek.
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VCRP was not therefore able to reconnect parts of Crabby Creek to its floodplain in a
manner that is thought possible in other sub-watersheds of Valley Creek that are more
gently sloped and have fewer culverts.
VCRP initially held the position that stormwater runoff reductions needed to be
accomplished before undertaking stream stabilization. This project showed that stream
stabilization design can be done in a way that accommodates future runoff reductions
from best management practice (BMP) retrofits. Further, BMP retrofits will take many
years to accomplish because of a need for landowner education, financial resources,
and the implementation of incentives for some to install BMPs on their property.
VCRP would have benefited from installing a flow gauge at a strategic point in Crabby
Creek at least one year prior to work under the William Penn Foundation grants. Valley
Creek does have a USGS gauge downstream of Little Valley Creek and Crabby Creek
but the drainage area for applying regional curves includes mixed geologic sub-bases.
Therefore, stream channel design dimensions might have been more accurate if VCRP
had installed a gauge on Crabby.
Macroinvertebrate monitoring needs to be performed before and after the stream
stabilization work. In this instance, after stabilization means comparing the newly relocated stream versus the before stabilization of the former stream. It is expected to take
at least a year before new populations of macroinvertebrates exist in the relocated
stream.
A major discovery of the work was that Crabby re-routed itself when the culvert under
the maintenance road became blocked and backed water up during storms to a
relatively flat point where it found another downward sloping, highly-erodible path to the
Howellville Road tributary. The amount of fill that Rettew Associates calculated for filling
in the former stream (3,500 cubic yards) represents only a portion of the amount of
excess sediment that has been transported downstream to lower Crabby Creek, Little
Valley Creek, and Valley Creek from this new channel for Crabby Creek. The total
amount of sediment that left the system would include the lower portion near Route 252
up to the filled section. The stream was relocated to its original channel and the
maintenance road was moved to the opposite side of the sewer line.

Stormwater Management:
• All developed land is capable of being retrofit for improved stormwater management.
Impervious surfaces are comprised of roofs, driveways, parking lots, roads, walkways.
Each of these land uses has a way by which that surface can be made more porous or
storage area can be created below, around or in the land use. Roofs can be made
“green” or the water can go down spouts that lead to barrels or rain gardens. Parking lots
and sidewalks can be made porous or can be sloped so that stormwater flows to
infiltration trenches and/or sub-surface storage. Whether or not the land is actually
retrofitted for stormwater management depends more on the cost, the willingness of the
owner (for existing development) and the sources of grant monies or incentives for
retrofit.
• There are no incentives or requirements in Tredyffrin Township that cover Crabby Creek
for existing landowners to control the excess runoff from their existing property. VCRP
hopes to install demonstration projects throughout the Valley Creek watershed for
various types of land uses. Grants will be sought for public lands such as municipal
properties and school district properties. Rain gardens and rain barrels will be installed at
several residences. One rain garden was installed on Earth Day 2008 using funds from
the Environmental Fund for Pennsylvania. Educational efforts will be undertaken for
other property owners to install rain barrels and rain gardens since the VCRP cannot be
expected to find grants for all landowners. Tredyffrin Township’s EAC is currently
receiving dozens of rain barrels from the Chester County Conservation District. An
additional challenge is to involve the corporate and commercial community in retrofitting
their own properties with BMPs.
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It is conceivable in the future that BMP retrofits could, under PA DEP policy, lead to
stormwater credits for the landowners that could be sold to others or used by themselves
for future growth. If landowners in the same stream segment were having technical
difficulty meeting stormwater management requirements, that owner/developer might
buy stormwater credits that had been previously banked or would qualify for banking.
VCRP is still not able to determine a goal for reduction of runoff by BMP retrofits. While
the target for new development in this Exceptional Value stream is to control the 2-year,
24-hour storm (3.2”) the target for BMP retrofits will be less. A possible goal is to infiltrate
the 1-year storm (2.6” rainfall). The Center for Watershed Protection established a goal
of 75 percent runoff reduction for BMP retrofits for the City of Charlottesville work they
did on public lands. Another approach to determining the amount of reduction is to not
set a storm-size or percent reduction target for each property but to do case-by-case
analyses and choose a B(A)MP for a site, i.e., the best (available) management practice.
What all of these approaches lack is a hydrologic determination of target flow reductions.
This would involve a study of stream flows, existing runoff and the derivation of a flow
reduction that makes hydrologic sense for that sub-watershed.
In a built-out watershed like Crabby Creek, teardowns and additions become the major
form of development in the watershed. Improved stormwater ordinances must include redevelopment for more stringent runoff management. Tredyffrin Township requires
additions of 500 square feet or more to come under the ordinances. This is more
stringent than other townships that affect Valley Creek watershed.
Installing BMP retrofits has the following positive impacts;
o Less bank erosion downstream
o Less flooding
o Increased base flow
o Improved temperatures (colder water)
o More transpiration by trees and shrubs
The cost per gallon of water infiltrated at the three studied storm sewer outlets in Crabby
Creek (out of a total of 22) ranged from $2.56 to $5.93 with an average of $3.58 (Jan
2007 $). This calculation is for only one storm. This method of calculation for comparing
BMP retrofits is only valid if the retrofits have the same useful life and maintenance
costs.
The mature trees throughout wooded areas of upper Crabby Creek provide tremendous
benefits in helping to stabilize steep slopes, uptake stormwater, shade the creek while
slowing and reducing runoff. Rainfall runoff in woodlands with poor conditions begins
after a 1.2” storm, whereas runoff begins after a 1.9” storm in woodlands with good
understory (Cahill Associates). The presence of mature trees on the parkland and in
residential areas do, however, limit BMP size and shape, which simply requires
exploratory and creative designing to avoid tree damage and loss.
The Water Resources Authority of Chester County has modeled Valley Creek for zones
of release rates for reducing peak discharges of runoff from new impervious surfaces
that would reduce peak flooding in Valley Creek.
Crabby Creek has four known detention basins above the Rte 252 culvert that could be
evaluated for retrofit potential.

Enhanced Networking and Relational Interactions
• The work funded by WPF resulted in VCRP finding a significant new partner at Cabrini
University which resulted in;
o A survey being conducted of all households in Crabby Cree Watershed to reveal
the attitudes and interests of the residents.
o Macroinvertebrate surveys on Crabby Creek, before and after the work. These
were performed above, amidst, and below the stream relocation site.
o The creation of a Crabby Creek Earth Day celebration in April 2008 largely
sponsored by Cabrini College and supported by VCRP, Tredyffrin Township’s
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Park and Recreation Department and Environmental Advisory Council, and the
Tredyffrin-Easttown School District.
Work in Crabby Creek also yielded a small grant from the Environmental Fund for
Pennsylvania for installing a rain garden on a residential lot in the upper watershed. The
lot is in a heavily-traveled location and was featured in a public access television feature
on rain gardens
The National Fish and Wildlife Foundation also granted funds to Valley Forge Trout
Unlimited to perform habitat improvement projects in the upper reaches of Crabby Creek.
VCRP supported Tredyffrin Township’s effort to obtain a Growing Greener grant from the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania for the construction of two of the three rock infiltration
trenches that were designed with WPF funds.
A strong relationship has also been developed with Tredyffrin Township whose land
contains Crabby Creek. The stream stabilization was performed on Tredyffrin land and
the rock infiltration trenches will also be installed on their land. VCRP also had to work
out an arrangement for the Township to gain a new route of access to their sewer line
since the former route was being dismantled to relocate Crabby Creek.

Future Direction for VCRP:
As a result of the work performed under the William Penn Foundation grants, VCRP will continue
a sub-watershed-by-sub-watershed approach to stream stabilization work. VCRP will also
continue placing the major focus of its work on stormwater BMP retrofits in any and all areas
of the larger Valley Creek watershed. This includes the way we view the land we use –reduce
lawn, increase meadow and forest and increase the number and diversity of native trees. The
major purpose of the retrofits is to reduce the runoff to streams that causes flooding, to increase
evapotranspiration, and to increase stormwater infiltration. BMP retrofits can be accomplished as
opportunities arise in whatever sub-watershed the opportunity is located. Opportunities for BMP
retrofits are more likely to occur in existing detention basins and on public lands. VCRP will
continue to create demonstration BMP retrofits for the major land uses. Breakthroughs are
needed in establishing incentives for private landowners, including the corporate community, to
add BMP retrofits.
VCRP will attempt to establish an overall quantitative goal for flow reductions from existing
sources into the waters of Valley Creek. This goal will be matched with the identification of BMP
retrofit candidates that are needed to reach that goal.
VCRP will still pursue the goal of re-connecting streams to floodplains using natural stream
channel design techniques, but VCRP has learned of difficulties in accomplishing that goal when
slopes are steep, sewer lines are present and multiple culverts are present. The importance of
controlling runoff from roads is expected to occur in most urbanized sub-watersheds throughout
Valley Creek. The availability of grants for road controls, public lands control and demonstration
projects is crucial. The sewerage system of Valley Creek is expected to expand in capacity over
the next decade and VCRP must be vigilant about new sewer line locations and their proximity to
streams at the local township level.
The ongoing work of the Chester County Water Resources Authority to develop an Act 167 Plan
for dealing with new stormwater sources and to address total watershed restoration will be an
important driver of VCRP’s work with existing sources of stormwater. The Act 167 Plan will
require local townships in Valley Creek to upgrade their stormwater management ordinances to
adequately control new development and re-development and the planning group, including
VCRP, for that process will soon begin to address what can be done to restore the watershed.
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INTRODUCTION
By Owen D. Owens
Five hundred years ago Pennsylvania was covered with forests. Water evaporated from land and
oceans, formed clouds, and when conditions were right, down from the sky came life-giving rain.
Some moisture on leaves and branches evaporated back into the atmosphere, but more dripped
onto ground covered with dead leaves and twigs. Roots of shrubs, trees, and grasses anchored
the soil in place. Absorbed into friable, humus filled soil, rain soaked into the ground. Trees then
pulled water absorbed by their roots up to their leaves, transpiring water vapor back into the
atmosphere. Water in the soil recharged the aquifer. Springs even in times of drought ran clear
and cold, and were inhabited by hosts of native brook trout.
THREATS TO THE VALLEY CREEK WATERSHED
Today trees continue to transpire and keep the water cycle going—indeed, they push so
much water back into the atmosphere that most groundwater recharge of the aquifer occurs in
late fall and winter when trees have no leaves. Even in water rich Pennsylvania, however, there
are big problems in how the water cycle is working. As areas are developed the trees are cut
down and replaced with impervious surfaces: roads, roofs, and parking lots.
When it rains nobody likes to have businesses or homes flooded, nor do we want our
drinking water supply to run dry. Today when rain falls on the roads, roofs, and parking lots that
cover almost 25% of the Valley Creek Watershed, however, it runs off in torrents into the nearest
tributary. In the summer, moreover, the water flowing off parking lots is hot—140 degrees was
measured at one lot! Most of the 156 catchment basins in the Valley Creek watershed no longer
work as designed, and even when they still function they do nothing to reduce the volume of
stormwater that flows from their outlets.
Valley Creek Watershed (EV and Class A) and its sub-watershed, Crabby Creek, are
predominantly impaired by excess stormwater runoff and the accompanying problems of flooding,
stream bank erosion, channel scour, and excess sedimentation. The amount of impervious
surface in the overall watershed is 25 percent (24 percent in 2002 according to the Valley Creek
Technical Compendium, Water Resources Authority). Crabby Creek is now estimated to have 30
percent impervious cover in 2005 (LandStudies, Inc., William Penn Foundation Planning Grant).
According to the Washington Metropolitan Council of Governments (and others), 25%
impervious surface is the “tipping point” in any watershed, when the system is so altered
hydrologically that most water resource values (quality and quantity) are lost. Flooding in the
Valley Creek watershed is frequent and increasing in intensity. Valley Forge National Historical
Park has had to protect Washington’s Headquarters with sand bags due to flooding.
The Valley Creek Watershed supports a naturally reproducing population of rare wild
trout (it is a Class A fishery). The increased amount of impervious cover, however, is having
many destructive effects. Headwater streams like Crabby Creek are impacted severely.
An Act 167 study is being performed under the capable management of the Water
Resources Authority of Chester County. This study should lead to sufficient stormwater controls
on new development (assuming adequate enforcement) but it is unclear if the new township
codes coming out of the Act 167 process will be able to deal with insufficient stormwater controls
from past development.
A STRATEGIC PLAN TO RENATURALIZE THE VALLEY CREEK WATERSHED
Imagine naturally reproducing native brook trout in the heart of the Upper Main Line!
Though it seems impossible, upper Crabby Creek has had a population of these crown jewels of
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the streams of Pennsylvania. Like canaries in a mine, what happens to trout tells us about what is
happening to the water. Flourishing trout tells us that the water is clean and cold, and that the
stream is one of exceptional value.
By the year 2000 so much storm water was channeled into Crabby Creek that it moved
boulders more than a foot in diameter, and added to the floodwater that threatened to drown
Washington’s Headquarters in Valley Forge National Historical Park. The buried sewer line has
been uncovered in several places. Silt, sediment, and rubble are moved with each rain and
carried down into Valley Creek. Crabby Creek’s water is still relatively clean and cold, but when a
few years ago the Pennsylvania Fish Commission did a stream census, no brook trout were
counted, despite the fact that in the past there was a substantial population. Something happened
to destroy most, perhaps all, of the native trout.
The 17 member groups of the Valley Creek Restoration Partnership have developed a
strategic plan.[1] Our objectives are to increase stormwater recharge and transpiration, thereby
reducing the amount of water flowing into the creek when it rains, and to protect the stream banks
from erosion, so that less silt is carried down into Valley Creek. We intend to accomplish these
goals by working with nature, so that projects will enhance the natural viability and beauty of the
stream, riparian zones, and overall watershed.[2]
Phase One, already well underway with major funding from the William Penn Foundation,
centers on re-naturalizing Crabby Creek and its urbanized watershed. Steeply eroded
vertical banks are abundant in Crabby Creek watershed, many of which are legacy deposits of
highly erodable soils. Regardless of how stringent local codes might become on new
development and re-development, Crabby Creek must be retrofitted with Stormwater Best
Management Practices (BMPs) to maintain a healthy trout population (brown in the lower areas
and brook in the upper regions). The challenge for this urbanized stream is to determine how to
implement BMP retrofits for the mix of land uses and ownership and the amount of funds
available.
Phase Two of the Valley Creek Restoration Partnership’s plan is to install two or more
demonstration projects of each of the Stormwater BMP retrofit practices:
The local mapping shows the presence of 22 storm sewer outfalls to the upper tributaries of
Crabby Creek. One of these will be retrofitted with a seepage pit/rock trench as a demonstration
project under a William Penn Foundation grant. Another small grant was recently obtained to
install a rain garden as a demonstration project.
Problems in Crabby Creek are so severe that solving them requires professional research,
planning, and project implementation. Without volunteers working together with professional staff,
however, the watershed and its creek cannot be brought back to health. Homeowners and
businesses in the watershed will want to do all they can to get their rainwater to soak into the
ground in safe and beneficial ways. Scout groups, churches, and neighborhood associations can
help with stream restoration projects.
The William Penn Foundation has helped us initiate a series of pilot projects on Crabby
Creek.
Facing a seemingly impossible task, the re-naturalization of an urbanized watershed, by
working together in the Valley Creek Restoration Partnership it now appears possible to:
1. Protect and improve the ability of the watershed to allow rainfall to soak into the ground
and to transpire moisture back into the atmosphere.
2. Protect and restore the stream banks and riparian zone, stopping soil erosion from the
stream banks.
3. Enhance the natural functioning and beauty of the stream, riparian zone, and watershed
through project design and implementation.
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The local presence of successful re-naturalization projects on Crabby Creek will initiate
Phase Three of the Partnership’s strategic plan, an education and outreach program in the
entire watershed.
The Partnership realizes that while we can do pilot projects that demonstrate that this
watershed can be re-naturalized, actually to re-naturalize the watershed we must encourage
corporations, institutions, and home owners to undertake their own Stormwater Best
Management Project retrofits. Partner colleges and groups will design tours, presentations,
written materials, and videos for local cable stations to educate people about what can be done
and where to obtain available funds.
Up and down the Schuylkill, Delaware, and Susquehanna Rivers industrial and urban
development has covered the land with impervious surfaces. Should we be surprised when
people die in floods? Should we be upset when droughts occur more frequently?
We should be surprised and upset enough to change our ways. Watershed revitalization, based
on sound understanding of the water cycle, is possible and practical. A program that reaches out
to public properties (schools and municipal buildings), then to lawns surrounding big corporate
offices, followed by educating homeowners to reduce lawn, plant trees, buffer creeks, etc. can
make a big difference, happen over a time period, and be affordable.
[1] See Attachment “A”: Valley Creek Restoration Partnership: Structure and Member Groups
[2] “To make your stream healthier, there are three general objectives: One, protect and improve
the watershed; two, protect and restore the riparian zone, that area immediately adjacent to the
stream to which it flows; and three, seek to renew the structure and vegetation of the stream
itself.” Owen D. Owens, Living Waters: How to Save Your Local Stream. NJ: Rutgers Univ. Pr.,
1993, p. 221.
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Section I

Why Crabby Creek?

Why Crabby Creek?
The Valley Creek Restoration Partnership (VCRP) is working to protect and restore the entire
23.4 square mile Valley Creek watershed, which is comprised of 31 sub-watersheds (see
Appendix 01, Valley Creek Watershed Map). The VCRP chose to embark on efforts on Crabby
Creek with an overall watershed restoration strategy within Valley Creek Watershed of focusing
efforts on one watershed at a time to develop experience and knowledge to help guide future
restorations of the other sub-watersheds. The decision to focus initial restoration efforts on the
Crabby Creek sub-watershed is based on several factors including:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

The Valley Creek Restoration Partnership’s plan for the entire watershed is to work on an
initial tributary, learn from that experience and then go onto subsequent tributaries of Valley
Creek
In the recent past (1995) Crabby Creek was a home and breeding area to native brook trout.
The lower reach of Crabby Creek was once the best spawning tributary for brown trout in the
Valley Creek watershed but has become sediment-laden.
When Crabby Creek was first walked by members of VCRP, a very large and fast-eroding
waterfall (head-cut) was a sign that a lot more sediment loss was to be expected.
Crabby Creek has characteristics that indicate there can be success in restoration such as
being flanked by open space, mature forest/good tree cover, park land,
It has highly eroding banks.
The entire sub-watershed lies within a single municipality.
Crabby Creek watershed has an aesthetic quality with good public access. With some
outreach it is believed that residents might be receptive to rallying around the cause (small
accessible neighborhood, trails, walking bridges) of restoring Crabby Creek.
It has typical challenges of developed urban watersheds i.e., sewer lines and sewer access
roads, and legacy sediments from upstream de-forestation, development and a couple of
dams.

For these reasons, Crabby Creek Watershed was selected as a good location to inaugurate the
Partnership’s restoration program. It is expected that this methodology developed and lessons
learned in Crabby Creek will help guide VCRP’s future activities plus be useful information for
other organizations in urbanized watersheds.
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Section II
A.
B.
C.

The Crabby Creek Watershed
Watershed Characteristics
The History of Growth in the Crabby Creek Watershed
Past and Present Studies of the Valley Creek Watershed and its Sub-watershed
Crabby Creek

A. Characteristics of Crabby Creek
Crabby Creek is a sub-basin (watershed) of the Valley Creek watershed. The Valley Creek
watershed is tributary to the Schuylkill River and enters the river near Washington’s Headquarters
in Valley Forge National Historical Park. Crabby Creek has a drainage area of 803.6 acres (1.26
sq. miles). It is located totally in Tredyffrin Township, Chester County, Pennsylvania. Crabby
st
nd
Creek is comprised of 1 and 2 order streams. It has 4 main tributaries that converge near
Walnut Lane to form the main stream. The most easterly tributary begins in the area of
Conestoga High School and the most westerly begins near the intersection of Lancaster Pike
(Route 30) and Bearhill Road (Route 252). Crabby Creek generally flows from South to North
through steep ravines just north of Lancaster Pike. A substantial part of this area is the Tredyffrin
Township open space of Crabby Creek Park. From this upper section it flows under the Trenton
Cut Off Rail Line through Radbill Park. Radbill is another Tredyffrin Park featuring passive open
space in the stream valley and a baseball field along Route 252. Crabby flows through Radbill
and under Bearhill Road at Howellville where the slope is much gentler than above the railroad.
Then under Route 252 and on through the lower section past WestLakes Office Park, under
Route 202 and into Little Valley Creek near the intersection of Swedesford and Duportail Roads.
a. Topography
The Crabby Creek Watershed lies within the Piedmont Physiographic Province of Pennsylvania.
Folded and altered rocks characterize the Piedmont Physiographic Province. The watershed is
comprised of a Lowlands section that is made up of a relatively flat lower section which gives way
to a gentle rolling center section and a Upland upper section that is defined by steep side slopes.
All four of the main tributaries south of the Trenton Cut-Off railroad have ravine slopes of greater
than 25 per cent.
b. Geology and Soils
The Southern Valley walls of the Great Valley are made up of principally Octoraro Schist/Gneiss
(Sloto, 1990). The middle section and over half of the lower section are made up of Conestoga
Limestone. Geologically speaking the very bottom section of the drainage occurs just before the
creek goes under Route 202 and that is Elbrook Limestone.
The soils in the upper three-quarters of the watershed are Unger-Penn-Klinesville (Penn-CrotonBucks). These soils are moderately deep. The Croton soils are deep and poorly drained. The
Bucks soils are similar to the Penn soils but are deeper. In most places they are gently to
moderately sloping. The sloping soils are likely to erode and require protection to help control
erosion.
The bottom of the drainage is Chester-Glenelg-Manor (Glenelg-Manor-Chester). The Chester
soils are deep and well drained. The Glenelg soils are similar to the Chester soils but are
shallower over parent material. The Manor soils … are shallow to partly weathered schist and
1
well drained. The sloping soils are likely to erode and require protection to help control erosion.
For additional information refer to the Crabby Creek Watershed Soil Map Appendix 03.
Legacy sediments, as they have become to be known, are the sediments that build up behind the
numerous dams that our forefathers built to harness the available waterpower of our streams.
1
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There is historic evidence of dams along Crabby Creek as well as obvious deposits of silt. This
will be discussed further in a later section. These deposits are very likely to erode. Legacy
deposits also include soils that have been transported from the top of the watershed to the
bottomlands from development.
c. Streams
Crabby Creek is a headwater stream watershed that flows into the Little Valley Creek, which
st
flows into Valley Creek that flows to the Schuylkill River. Crabby Creek is comprised of 1 and
nd
2 order streams.
The above description is very accurate as applied
to the upper portion of Crabby Creek. Crabby
Creek begins high in the South Hills in springs that
have mainly been built over and put in pipes. A
few have not. The highest were located on the
south side of Route 30, but these have been
disconnected through the development of the
railroad and the Route 30 corridor. Today, steep
ravines cause a high stream gradient and the
stream flows mainly over the bedrock that marks
the upper most part of Crabby Creek. The valleys
are pinched due to a dirt road that is in place to
cover, protect, and provide access for the sanitary
sewers. The sewers follow the tributaries and the
main stem downhill providing gravity flow. The
valleys and ravines are wooded and protected in
the form of a passive municipal park, Crabby
Creek Park. Crabby Creek becomes a second
“Small headwater streams make up over 90% of
order stream in the area of Walnut Lane where
all stream channels. Their flow is dominated by
two first order streams join. It remains a second
ground water, and their chemistry and
order stream to its confluence at Little Valley
temperature tend to be uniform throughout the
Creek. Several springs add water to the system
year. Heavy shading limits the supply of algae,
along the way. Below the Trenton Cut Off
and the surrounding watershed provides most
Railroad Bridge the slope of the land reduces.
food - directly as leaves, twigs and fruit, and
The stream enters a small wetland and receives
indirectly as dissolved organic compounds
input from several more springs. The area that
entering with the ground water. The biological
the stream flows through is another township
community is primarily composed of
park, Radbill Park, which is known primarily for
microorganisms which feed on dissolved and
the Little League Field that you enter off of Bear
particulate food and invertebrates which shred
Hill Road (Route 252). But it also protects
and eat leaves and other forest products, and
passively a substantial portion of Crabby Creek.
2
small fish.”
----The stream emerges from the wetland just up
stream of the baseball field at Radbill and follows
Watershed Boundary
a path parallel to the outfield. At the end of this
fairly straight gravel run the stream has changed
Stream
from its historic path and has made a turn to the
right to follow the looser fill dirt used during the
construction of the sanitary sewers and probably
Confluence
some fine sediments left by long gone mill dams.
The historic channel that passed through a
Stream Order
culvert/s under the access road to the north of
the Radbill baseball field became blocked for
some reason (collapse, debris, silt, clog, etc.) and the stream created its new present course. It

●

2
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is unclear when Crabby selected its new course. It was after 1972 but before 2003. Downstream
of the culvert under Bear Hill Road the gradient of the stream gets even flatter. The gravel and
cobble bottom in this area is much different from the upper section’s schist, bedrock, stream
bottom. This section follows Swedesford Road crossing under and then flowing under the
Chester Valley Line Railroad, through WestLakes Office Park, under Route 202, under Duportail
Road and ultimately into Little Valley Creek. It was this lower section that was reported to be one
of the most prolific brown trout nurseries in the Valley Creek watershed. The entire Crabby Creek
watershed suffers from too much stormwater runoff. This is evident by the erosion and scour in
the stream in all areas. Yet, the entire Valley Creek watershed is listed “Exceptional Value”, the
highest rated and protected of streams by the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection (PA DEP). The Pennsylvania Fish & Boat Commission lists the watershed as a Class
“A” Wild Trout Stream.
d.

Hydrologic Cycle and Water Budget
In the Piedmont physiographic province the components of the hydrologic cycle are
characterized by steep north facing valley walls leading to more gentle mid-slopes and a relatively
flat valley floor. The mid slopes and valley bottom are underlain by limestone.
The water budget for the area, the broader Valley Creek watershed, is based on data
collected from 1983 through 1987. Sloto (1994) stated that, “A water budget is an estimate of
water entering and leaving a basin plus or minus changes in storage for a given time period. …
Water also is taken into or released from ground water and soil moisture storage.” (Sloto, 1994)
Valley Creek Watershed Water Budget (1983-1987)
Precipitation
=
47.3 inches
Runoff
=
5.3 inches
Recharge
=
21.0 inches
Of which … Baseflow = 13.0 inches
3
Evapotranspiration =
23.0 inches
e.

Biology:
The biology of Crabby Creek is comprised of forest communities along most of its length.
Some areas are quite natural and others are a more urban setting especially in the lower
portions.
1. Flora – The forest communities are a type known as Dry Oak Forests. This forest
type is then split in to two sub-types, Upland: Forests and Mid-lowland: Forests. These are
historic descriptions that have little relevance today. The forests of Crabby Creek have changed
over time and this will be further discussed in the history section later on in the report. In the
upper section the forest is dominated by tulip poplar, red oak, black oak, chestnut oak, beech,
black birch, red maple. In the middle and lower sections the most prevalent species are
sycamore, ash elm and maple. Some trees in the streamside area are quite old – some
exceeding 200 years.
The site conditions vary from good to poor, both because of soil moisture and soil conditions.
The overall tree quality and vigor is good and there are no signs of extensive insect or disease
damage. Tree reproduction is poor; the largest amounts occurring in the stream bottom. Beech
is the species with the most reproduction present. The amount of brush present is low and is
mainly spice bush. The author attributes the low tree reproduction and lack of brush to the
browsing by an excessive white tail deer population.
2. Fauna - Mammals: Some common mammals that have been observed in and around
the Crabby Creek watershed are white tail deer, gray squirrel and cotton tail rabbit, deer mouse,
vole, mole, opossum, skunk, red fox, and raccoon.
Birds: Some common birds that have been observed in and around the Crabby Creek watershed
are robin, mockingbird, chickadee, cardinal, blue jay, crow, several varieties of sparrows,
titmouse, nuthatch, mourning dove, king fisher, great horned owl, great blue heron, red tailed
hawk, catbird, pileated woodpecker, downy woodpecker, wood thrush, mocking bird, junco,
starling, finch, house wren, and flicker.
3
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Fish: Crabby Creek was also known locally as a most prolific brown trout nursery. It is also
documented that a remnant native brook population was present in the area of Bodine Road in
4
1994 . Some common fish that have been observed in and around the Crabby Creek watershed
besides brown trout are black nose dace and white sucker.
Reptiles: The only common reptile the author has observed in the Crabby Creek watershed was
brown water snakes. I would expect to find garter snakes box turtles and snapping turtles as
well. There is a good possibility that other snakes and turtles live in the watershed as well.
Amphibians: The only amphibians the author has observed are American toads and pickerel
frogs. I would expect to find also the green frog, tree frog, spring peeper, several types of
salamanders.
Insects: Some common insects that have been observed in and around the Crabby
Creek watershed are mosquitoes, ants, spiders (not really insects) various beetles, moths,
butterflies, and caterpillars. The following insects have been observed have a nymph or larval
stage that occur in the waters of Crabby Creek mayflies, stone flies, caddis flies and crane flies.
3. Environmental Modification - Sub-urbanization / Urbanization: We have
increasingly extended our sphere of influence over our natural environment. The ever-increasing
sub-urbanization and urbanization has reduced and disconnected the woodland habitats that
existed 500 year ago. At the same time the amount of paved surface and roofs increase which
increases the amount of stormwater runoff. The runoff doesn’t have a chance to replenish our
stream flow as it rushes to flood our down stream neighbors.
Invasive plants and animals: Because we have to manage our environment we have imported all
sorts of plants and animals. Some of these have found our environment so appealing they have
managed to out compete our native plants and animals to the exclusion of the natives. A few
such invasive are oriental bittersweet, multiflora rose, mile-a-minute weed, starlings, brown trout,
and the rusty crawfish.
The Imbalance: Today we are over populated with white tail deer. They have grazed
away the native plants that formed the forest secondary level and have allowed the invasion of
non-native species that they do not eat to fill in the void. The soil that they disturb is a perfect
growth medium for invasives. The forest damage causes less stormwater to be absorbed which
increases runoff, stream degradation and flooding. This is but one example of the natural checks
and balances being disrupted, and when this occurs there is always a consequence.
4. Interaction – eco-system
Forest Ecology- To consider “forest ecology,” we must look back to a time when we had healthy,
productive forests, a time prior to the settlement of our area by Europeans. These deciduous
forests would have been dominated by oaks (white, black, northern red, chestnut and scarlet) and
American chestnut in the uplands and by oaks, American beech, tulip poplar and hickories in the
mid-lowlands.
The trees would be of varying ages in the forest. Many of the trees would be 200-yearsold and some would exceed 300. The condition of the trees would vary from the oldest and
strongest to younger relatively less hardy trees. It is known that the native Americans
manipulated the forest through the use of fire, pruning and selective harvesting. Trees in these
forests would also have been subjected to damage by wind and fire, birds and animals and
insects. Some of this damage would manifest itself as debris and litter on the forest floor. Other
damage could be in and on the trees themselves. Boring insects would create weakened areas in
the trees. Woodpeckers, bears, and raccoons would excavate these areas to eat the insects and
their eggs and larvae. The excavations could be used as nesting or den sites. Already we see
that the forest is providing food and shelter, essential elements in an ecosystem.
Observe a deciduous forest in the rain- even today’s forest – like in Crabby Creek Park.
Watch how long it takes for the ground to get wet when the canopy is fully leafed and the rain is
gentle. If it is a gentle passing shower, the ground and leaves at the base of the tree may not get

4
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wet. The canopy of the tree with its layer on layer of leaf surfaces and branches doesn’t allow the
rain to reach the ground.
In a longer duration rain the leaf surfaces wet, tip and discharge rain water to the shrubs
and leaf litter below. Some amount of the rain that is falling is transferred to the branches and
little streams of water start working their way down the twigs and branches building, overflowing,
dripping and running down the tree. Watch the water flow down a tree trunk. The water is directed
at the center of the tree’s roots. The leaves discharge to the broader root area. Most rain comes
in small storms. Roughly 80% of storms that make up this area’s total annual rainfall are made
up of storms of 1” or less. In a heavy rain the leaves and twigs and branches of the tree absorb a
lot of the energy of the falling rain. In a moderate rain look at what happens to bare ground. Each
rain drop, once the soil has moistened, creates a splash of soil, mobilizing tiny particles that
create either a muddy puddle or rivulet. Now look under the tree. If it is wet, (it takes longer to get
wet under a tree) the force with which the drops hit the ground is much less. Under the tree in the
forest there isn’t bare ground. There are the remains of last fall’s leaf drop. Also there are shrubs
and small trees that further deflect and absorb that energy of falling rain. By the time the water
that was rain reaches the forest floor its vertical energy is greatly dissipated and its volume is
greatly diminished. Leaving a great part of its volume as wetness on all of those leaves and twigs,
branches and trunks diminishes the volume that reaches the ground.
So now finally the water that was rain reaches the ground in the forest. Gravity is still at
work pulling it down. It gets pulled down onto the top layer of leaf debris and then the next and so
on wetting all of these surfaces. Below the leaf debris and merging with it is a black spongy layer
of humus- a big black natural sponge. The humus begins to absorb moisture absorbing up to five
times its weight. The humus layer contains the past and the future life of the forest. Virtually
every living thing eventually ends up in the organic humus layer. Decomposing leaves and trees
return the nutrients that they have absorbed to allow them to grow. There is so much activity by
decomposers that a dead tree contains more living cells than a living one. A fallen tree can take
many years to decay, ultimately influencing its surroundings perhaps even longer than the
5
duration of its life.
Below the humus is soil. Soil is a mixture of organic and inorganic material. The
inorganic materials that compose soil are sand grains, which are the largest particles in soil,
followed by microscopic bits of clay and silt. Fertile loam soils contain all three inorganic
materials. The organic material combined with the inorganic makes up about half of the soil
volume of rich soils. About a quarter of the space is filled with films of water around the particles.
The remaining one quarter is larger air-filled spaces, providing oxygen for the roots and soil
animals. Soil collects water as it flows through the humus and releases it to fissures in bed rock
and tree roots. Trees and plants send 50 –80 percent of their energy into their roots, which help
break up rocks and hold the soil in place. Soil is very slow to be created naturally; only about 0.2
inches a year is created in a natural northeastern forest. Soil will absorb some additional
6
moisture below the humus.
Below the soil is bedrock. In our area it will generally take on some moisture also. A
healthy forest in our area will not discharge any stormwater runoff except as a result of a storm
larger than 1.9 inches.
Trees in a forest protect one another. High winds do not generally penetrate a forest.
Most wind damage, except from the most severe storms, is on the perimeter.
A forest acts as a huge system for moisture exchange. As discussed above, rainfall has
its energy dissipated and its moisture spread over the various forest surfaces and absorbed into
the leaf litter and soil of the forest floor. Moisture that makes its way down into the soil and
further below becomes filtered. Some of the moisture stays near the surface and a portion
becomes deep infiltration that merges with the groundwater (aquifer). This replenishes springs
and supports base flow in streams. Ground water represents 60 percent of stream flow in our
area. Plants, shrubs and trees take up a substantial amount of the moisture that enters the
ground. There are a lot of wet surfaces in a forest and that means there is a lot of evaporation
taking place, which returns a portion of the rain moisture to the atmosphere.
5
6
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As moisture evaporates it cools the surfaces where it evaporates. (This cooling is easily
demonstrated by placing a wet cloth on your forehead when you are hot. The moisture that is
evaporating causes the cloth to feel cool.)
Forests are also reflective. Certainly they are as compared to buildings and paved
surfaces. Paved surfaces and roofs absorb the rays of the sun and heat up and retain that heat
much more than a forest. Leaving the Route 202 corridor a hot summers day and turning onto a
wooded lane the temperature can drop 5° Fahrenheit – more than that if it has rained in the last
24 hours. Forests are also great insulators. In times of low wind the forest tends to cool off more
slowly and to heat up more slowly as compared to surrounding fields or structures.
But forests do not just take up water, they also give it back. This exhaling of water vapor
by trees and shrubs is called transpiration. Evapotranspiration is both the evaporation and the
transpiration of plants and is a very large component of the water cycle in a natural forested
environment. It returns nearly half of the annual rainfall occurring in this area to the atmosphere.
A large oak tree can transpire as much as 40,000 gallons of water a year.
Trees do other things than exhale water vapor to the environment; they also exchange nitrogen,
exhale oxygen, and take in carbon dioxide. This is the reverse of the way we create green house
gases.
Forests of deciduous trees also provide food for all of the life forms that inhabit the forest.
“Shake a branch of an oak in the summer, and lots of leaf-eating creatures will drop out, from sap
sucking aphids and the larvae of butterflies and moths to their predators – ladybirds, wasps,
7
spiders and tree beetles.” Starting at the bottom of the food chain there are moulds, funguses
and algae that act on or in symbiosis with tree material – its healthy growth, dead and rotting
wood and leaves. “Under the tree you will find springtails, millipedes, centipedes, slugs, snails
6
and many tinier creatures involved in leaf decomposition.” Then there are small insects and
worms that graze on the tree material or the algae, funguses and moulds. A step above the
grazers are the spiders, insects and amphibians that eat those insects. On yet a higher step we
find more amphibians, and some reptiles, plus birds and mammals that feed on them. Also here
there are creatures that dine directly on the fruits or nuts of the trees or perhaps the bark or
leaves. Leaves that fall into a forest stream are very important to the food chain in the stream, as
much so in the stream as on the forest floor.
Forest trees provide shelter and nesting materials. Under the log on the forest floor hides
the sow bugs and lizards and sometimes snakes. Amongst the leaves worms dwell as well as
various insects. Holes in trees provide nesting areas for all sorts of creatures from mice, to birds
to raccoons to squirrels. Deer will seek low hanging branches under which to bed down.
So the forest provides a base for its inhabitants either directly or indirectly. All living things need
food and shelter. A forest provides these to its many residents. But a forest is a diverse system
and must be large enough in area to maintain that diversity, for all those varieties of habitat, of
creatures of plants, shrubs and trees. All living things need air, water, food, shelter, and a
nurturing area, a place to reproduce and rear young in order to thrive -–a natural forest provides
these.
B. The History of Growth in the Crabby Creek Watershed
The history of Crabby Creek begins in geological time, but, for our purposes here,
perhaps going back to the 1500’s is far enough. This will provide a look at what the area was like
prior to European settlement when man only minimally impacted the landscape.
"We do not inherit the earth from our ancestors; we borrow it from our children." -Native
American ProverbThe below time-line excerpts are provided as a basis for further discussion.

7
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1500’s
•
•

•

•

•
•

Not to go too far back but far enough to relate the impact that man has had on Crabby Creek.
Prior to European settlement, there was a community of Native Americans that lived and
thrived in the Great Valley and the broader area. These Native Americans were the Lenni
Lenape.
The Lenni Lenape were hunter–gatherers for the most part but also did do some farming in
the rich soils of the Valley. They raised small plots of crops such as maize (corn), squash
and beans.
The landscape was predominantly forested. Probably oaks dominated with American beech,
hickories, tulip tree, American chestnut, white ash, and small amounts of sugar maple. There
also would have been the occasional hemlock and white pine scattered in the forest.
The Native Americans are known to have manipulated the forests using such techniques as
selective harvesting, pruning and burning to enhance the forest’s production of food.
The density of the native population has been estimated to be 15 persons per square mile.

1600’s
• When the European settlers arrived in the early 1600’s and began settlements along the
Delaware River, it was not long before they pushed up the Schuylkill and its tributaries. First,
it was the Swedes and later William Penn’s Quakers.
• The first Europeans were trappers and hunters taking advantage of the plentiful wildlife and
fish. It was only a matter of decades before farmers moved into the Great Valley.
1700’s
• The population density of European descent settlers in Tredyffrin in 1715 was estimated at
6.5 persons per square mile. There probably remained a native population in the area at this
time as well, though it is undocumented.
• By 1790 the density of European descent settlers became 50 per square mile. The Native
Americans would have been largely displaced by 1800.
• The average size of a farm (in the Great Valley) in 1760 was 100 acres but only 35 – 40
acres of the land was cleared.
• The clearing of the forests from the land began a cycle of erosion that persists until today.
• The Great Valley and areas to the west became the breadbasket of the Colonies, raising and
milling most of the grain for the settlers.
• There was a sawmill at the mouth of Crabby Creek beginning in1760. It operated
intermittently from 1850 to 1878.
8
• “Nearest to the center of Howellville was the sawmill on Crabby Creek” in the mid 1700’s
• Just below the Trenton Cut Off Railroad on the tributary to Little Valley Creek just west of
Crabby Creek was Baugh’s Tannery. Records indicate operation from 1797 to 1856. “No
9
doubt they polluted the creek mightily.” Tanneries were known for polluting waterways..
• Forests in the Valley Forge area declined to 30% by 1777. Forests cleared at that time were
largely 100-year old secondary forests used for charcoal, fuel wood, fence posts, rails and
10
building materials.
1800’s
• Tredyffrin’s population in 1850 was 1727, which yields a density of 87 persons per square
mile.
• By 1850 the average size of agricultural landholding had dropped to 84 acres, 80% (67
acres) of which was cleared. There were more farms and more cleared land – a trend that
continued into the 1900’s.
• In Howellville village there was a woolen mill in operation from at least 1842 to 1882. At one
time it employed 35 people.
8
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•

•

The Chester Valley Branch of the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad came into being in 1853
and runs north of Howellville. .
Aboard the German steamship Werra, that made landfall in the United States February 24,
1883, were the first brown trout, potentially, to make it to America. They came in the form of
11
80,000 fertilized eggs of Salmo trutta.
On a 1912 map, on the south side of the Trenton Cut Off of the Pennsylvania Railroad
(opened in 1892), a water impoundment, “pumping station” and water tower are depicted on
Crabby Creek.

1900’s
• By 1900 the forest cover in Pennsylvania had been reduced to just 32% from its preEuropean settlement coverage of 90 – 95%.
• The second half of the twentieth century saw the most dramatic population growth in
Tredyffrin’s history. In 1900 the population was 2926. In 1945 it was 7836 and swelled to
23,404 by 1976.There was considerable suburban development on the ridge tops of Crabby
Creek. Schools were built and expanded. Both commercial and residential development
boomed in the decades of the 1950’s and 1960’s.
• The development that occurred in the 1900’s added a lot of impervious surface (surface that
water does not penetrate, such as roads and roofs) to the land. Impervious surfaces
increase the amount of stormwater entering our streams and waterways increasing erosion
and flooding.
•
In December 1971, Crabby Creek area was described in “A Study…”
“The main species represented are tulip poplar, red oak, black oak, chestnut oak, beech,
black birch, red maple. The oldest trees are a few tulip poplar and beech of over 30 inches in
diameter at breast height and are in the area of 200 years old.
The site conditions vary from good to poor, both because of soil moisture and soil conditions.
The overall tree quality and vigor is good and there are no signs of extensive insect or
disease damage. Tree reproduction is fair with the largest amounts occurring in the stream
bottom. Tulip poplar and oak are the species with the most reproduction present. The
12
amount of brush present is low and is mainly spice bush.”
• In the 1970’s, a sewer line was installed in the Crabby Creek valleys. In higher elevations it
appears to have consumed about half of the valley width giving the creek no place to flood
over to reduce the energy of the increased stormwater it was receiving.
• Brook trout were in the area of Bodine Road as noted by Stanley Joseph Kemp in his Drexel
University Masters Thesis, September 1994, “Effects of Urbanization on Fish Communities in
Valley Creek, Valley Forge, PA.” Also the PA Fish & Boat Commission had found a Class B
wild brook trout fishery of 21.9 kg/ha in 1995.
• In the Winter 1994 issue of Landmarks, The Open Land Conservancy reported that Crabby
Creek ravine had been saved from development.
2000’s
• The current Pennsylvania forest cover is about 60%. In the Crabby Creek drainage the forest
cover is estimated to be about 25%, although there are many neighborhoods with large
mature trees.
• Development has continued in the Crabby Creek watershed but at a reduced pace as
compared to the last half of the twentieth century. It now occurs primarily as in-fill and redevelopment. Large tracts of land are no longer available in the watershed.
• In 2004 LandStudies, Inc. calculated that the Crabby Creek watershed contains 10,653,000
square feet of impervious surface. That figure equates to 30% of the watershed. In a
11
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separate investigation LandStudies reported an erosion rate of 1,444 tons per year
discharging from the Crabby Creek watershed.
The Crabby Creek Park area remains a good to moderate woodland. It is impacted by a
large white tail deer population, which over-browse the park and surrounding areas. Radbill
Park is impacted also by deer as well as encroachments by several non-native invasive
plants such as oriental bittersweet, common reed (Phragmites austrailis), Japanese Stilt
Grass, and multiflora rose.
In several areas along Crabby Creek the sanitary sewer line continues to be an issue. This is
due to either the smell of the sewer gas, line breakage, lines and manholes being exposed by
the erosive forces of the stream, or damage to the stream and its banks by sewer
maintenance work.
Although the water quality is good in Crabby Creek the PA Fish & Boat Commission in 2002
surveyed the headwaters and found that brook trout, our state fish, no longer inhabits the
upper reaches of Crabby Creek as it did in 1995. Brown trout (a non-native species) have
been observed in the upper watershed as high as Walnut Lane, and they may occur higher.
Even now in 2008 residents can enjoy a mostly natural experience in both Crabby Creek
Park and in the wooded areas of Radbill Park.

Historic Context
The selected timeline items present an overview of the historic context of Crabby Creek
for discussion.
We must remember that what we do to the land, we do to the water.
From a relatively undisturbed forest setting in the 1500’s, the first European settlers
moved into the Great Valley to find a wealth of natural resources. They must have appeared
boundless in those very first moments of discovery by our ancestors. The European settlers were
initially trappers and hunters. Although they probably took copious amounts of animals, their
impact on the land was little. They were essentially nomadic in that when they exhausted the
supply of animals in one area, they moved on to another area with more game. The process of
exhausting the animal base didn’t take very long, so the footprint of the trappers and hunters was
a small cabin that was in use at most probably five years.
The farmers followed the hunters and trappers. These folks used the European style of
farming. They cleared the forest and used the trees to build their houses and barns. They built
fences to contain their animals. They reduced the forest cover and exposed the land creating
opportunities for stormwater runoff that never existed before. Most of these farms were in the
fertile flat valley bottom. Their newly cleared fields would send the valley’s valuable soil into the
creeks with every storm. This was the beginning of our legacy.
In the early 1700’s the population of those of European decent in the Great Valley was
small, but by the end of the century the population had increased nine fold to 1,062, and the
agricultural community was well established as well as many support businesses and industry.
The many springs in the Great Valley were important to the residents. The springs fed by the
porous limestone aquifer provided safe drinking water and a cool place to store food before the
advent of refrigeration. The Valley had begun to feed the Colonies with its abundant grain
harvests. The land, which was once so endless in the Valley, became a commodity itself. As the
farms became more successful, they increased the areas planted, further reducing the forest
cover. This added to the runoff of silt from their fields. Support businesses began early in the
1700’s. Saw mills and grain mills were built along the creeks and streams harnessing the
waterpower and changing the natural flow regime of the waterways. Industry, such as a tannery,
was documented on a tributary west of Crabby Creek in the late 1700’s. Tanneries were a
severe source of pollution. Trails became roads, and roads were improved to meet the demands
of getting products from the farms and industry to primarily the Philadelphia market for sale and
further distribution. Howellville had become a hamlet, a stopover point, for east-west travelers
using Swedesford Road. An inn and blacksmith shop were features that welcomed the traveler
from the mid 1700’s, into the twentieth century.
By the time of the encampment at Valley Forge by George Washington’s revolutionary
army, his troops were harvesting 100-year-old trees to make shelter and create fuel. Already in
our history we were using a resource that had been degraded by our forefathers, but at least it
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was a renewable resource. At this time there were a lot of competing interests for the forest
resources, fuel for heating homes and businesses, building materials for the expanding
population, and industry and charcoal to feed the iron forges. Forests were stripped to bare the
hillsides. The forest cover went from 90 – 95 percent pre-European settlement to 60 percent preValley Forge encampment to less than 30 percent after Washington left Valley Forge. Erosion
from the exposed hills was immense. Eons of nature’s work, the top soil and the humus of the
forest, were flushed away with each successive storm. The silt-laden runoff was carried to larger
streams and rivers. Some of the runoff water collected behind the milldams and started filling
them in.
Development of the nation and the Great Valley continued into the 1800’s. With
improvements in industrial processes, transportation, and communication, the face of the Valley
again began to change. The fact that the once fertile soil of the Valley had by this time been
farmed extensively for at least 60 years and that its topsoil had been allowed to wash away in
storms, explained the reduced crop yields of the local farms. Farms were becoming smaller and
more intensely farmed. Soil improvement by adding lime from local sources had been done for
some time. The lime was locally produced in limekilns either by the farmers themselves or
commercially. Framers were transitioning from grain to livestock. Many of the farms by the end
of the century had been purchased by wealthy business people and were being farmed by tenant
farmers.
Howellville, the village on Cabby Creek at the intersection of Bearhill Road (PA Route
252), Swedesford Road and Howellville Road, became a center of activity in the eastern end of
the Great Valley. In addition to the Tannery, there were sawmills in the village and at Crabby
Creek’s junction with Little Valley Creek. There was also a woolen mill in the village that operated
from 1842 to 1882, which employed 35 people at one point. The village water supply was from
springs, and they also contributed to the base flow of the stream. The water from the creek was
probably too polluted to use for drinking due to the up-stream tannery. Late in the century the
creek flow was diverted and sent to an impoundment on the south side of the Trenton Cut Off
Railroad where there was located a pumping station and a water tower to feed the thirsty steam
engines of that time.
th
The 19 century was one of great change for the Great Valley. Roads were built and
improved with stone bases and surfaces from the Howellville quarries. Railroads improved the
transportation system and opened doors for wider distribution of goods the Valley produced as
well as making available products produced elsewhere. In 1832 the Columbia and Philadelphia
Railroad began operation from Philadelphia to Malvern using horse-drawn wagons. Two years
later the line was completed to Columbia, PA on the Susquehanna River opening up more
markets and the availability of more goods. This railroad line known as the “Main Line” was later
sold to the Pennsylvania Railroad Company and is today operated by SEPTA. The next railroad
to appear was the Chester Valley Railroad, which ran on the Valley floor through Tredyffrin. It is
the most northern Railroad to cross Crabby Creek. It was opened for transportation in 1853 and is
still referred to as the “Chester Valley.” The Chester Valley line had a spur that serviced the
Howellville quarries. The final railroad to impact Crabby Creek lies between the other two. It is
the Trenton Cut Off of the Pennsylvania Railroad. The route was freight-only direct to northern
New Jersey and New York Harbor, avoiding the congested rail traffic around Philadelphia. The
line opened in 1892. There was a spur line that served the Howellville quarries.
Although the entire area benefited from the railroads, the Howellville quarries may have
benefited the most. The seven quarries of Howellville that were operated by four quarrying
operations could now economically get their heavy product to markets 100 miles distant. The
farmers benefited too. The railroad gave them the opportunity to send fresh milk, eggs, poultry
and beef to market, greatly enhancing their ability to turn a profit.
Crabby Creek was caught in all of this development and industry. In its headwaters the
Main Line Railroad had been built disrupting those very small tributary streams that give the life to
the rest of the stream system. Its protective forests had been cleared first for building materials
for shelter and then for fuel and charcoal. The forests that once buffered the rainstorms now
splashed down on the barren ridge tops and steep valley slopes washing away the soil. As the
Creek rushed downstream it encountered its first railroad culvert that dictated where and at what
elevation the creek was to flow, altering the stream’s natural tendencies to meander and change
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elevation. Before entering the railroad culvert, the stream had already been forced into a pond to
capture water for the steam engines of the railroad, which was an unnatural place for a high
gradient headwater stream to be. Once it exited the RR tunnel, it rushed into another
impoundment behind the milldam of the sawmill or the woolen mill. Once the stream made it this
far, a scant 1-½ miles from its beginnings, it had yet to go through another RR culvert and
another milldam impoundment before reaching Little Valley Creek. By today’s standards Crabby
th
Creek was severely impaired by the beginning of the 20 century.
th
th
The industrialization that began in the 19 century continued and flourished in the 20
century. We were mechanizing everything. The era of inventing machines and the materials to
make them that began in the 1700’s, continued in the 1800’s and was even more vigorous in the
1900’s. This was the “Industrial Revolution.” We had coal and oil. We had steam and gasoline
engines, and we had electricity.
The Howellville quarries expanded as their ability to ship their product increased with the
access to several railroads. More workers were needed to increase the output. In the mid-1800’s
Italians were the first to come and were followed later by Mexicans. By the time of the
Depression most of the quarry workers were of Mexican decent. The quarry operations
consumed the Howellville area. The mills on the creek became obsolete and fell into ruin.
The land along Crabby Creek, with the exception of Howellville and the quarrying
operations, were in the hands of mostly large landowners at the beginning of the century. This
didn’t change very much until after World War II. The farms in the lower half of the watershed
were large, wealthy and well tended. A review of historic photographs reveals that most of the
lower watershed that wasn’t in quarry operations was in cultivation. Also very noticeable in these
photos is the lack of trees. There are some trees around building sites and a few on field
perimeters, but generally speaking there were very few trees. This was less the case in the
upper watershed. Moving upstream, to the South, above the Trenton Cut Off, the stream corridor
seems to have been predominantly wooded in the steep valleys and the ridge tops. This was true
more towards the west and to a lesser degree to the east where farm fields encroached on the
stream tributaries. There was development along Old Lancaster Road and Russell Road at the
very top of the watershed. Also the Mail Line Railroad and Lancaster Avenue disrupted the very
southerly extreme of the drainage. The center of the upper Crabby Creek watershed according to
the 1913 Atlas of the Main Line Pennsylvania RR by A.H. Mueller was owned by Susanna H.
Bodine comprising 102+ acres. Bodine Road ran from Howellville Road along the south side of
the Trenton Cut Off, turned south and followed the Creek, crossing it three times on bridges on its
way to Daylesford Station.
The watershed remained in roughly the above condition through the end of World War II.
In the 1950’s and 1960’s, there was a lot of residential development that took place in the upper
watershed. Roads were cut into the forest ridge tops, and houses were built with their associated
driveways and septic systems. There were no regulations or ordinances at the time to require the
control or management of stormwater runoff. It was a nuisance, so the runoff was captured and
piped away to the nearest low spot, which usually led to Crabby Creek. No ordinances were in
place to regulate where structures could be built. With the advent of public water, spring and
seeps became less valuable and land was becoming more valuable. Houses in the Crabby
Creek watershed were built on top of springs and seeps and on headwater drainages. Is there
any wonder that some residents have trouble with water in their basements? Development
continued at a slower pace through the end of the century and until today. The land in the
watershed is mostly developed. But we were starting to see tear-down/rebuild and fill-in
development before the financial crisis of 2008
occurred.
For further information see
All of the increased development manifested
Appendix 05 STORMWATER
itself in two ways in Crabby Creek. The first problem,
RUNOFF DISCUSSION
mentioned above, was the increase in stormwater
runoff. Each house contributed 56,000 gallons of runoff
in an average rainfall year of 47 inches. Multiply that by several hundred houses and the
additional road runoff to get to them.. The second problem that the development brought was the
failing of the in-ground on-site septic systems. Nearly all the development managed its waste in
on-site septic systems. These systems in many cases were not properly maintained. Many of
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the new homeowners did not know that maintenance was necessary for in-ground septic
systems, and once they were clogged, they were an ugly, expensive proposition to rectify. In too
many cases the failure was just ignored and contaminated effluent flowed into Crabby Creek.
The remedy for the septic system failures was a bold initiative to sewer Tredyffrin Township and
the region – at least in the more densely populated areas. A sewer line was proposed that would
handle the sewage from not only the Crabby Creek developments but also further south from
Easttown. The steep gradient of the upper Crabby Creek tributaries and their fan shape provided
good locations for collecting sewage and transporting it in pipes using only gravity to carry it
along. In the 1970’s with much public criticism the sewer lines were installed. Substantial
disruption to the natural areas of Crabby Creek occurred. Problems remain today because of the
manner in which the sewer line was installed. These problems will be discussed a little later.
The relocation and creation of Route 202 in the Great Valley occurred in the 1960’s. In
the 1970’s Route 252 (the Bearhill Road) was expanded and made four lanes from Route 202 to
Paoli. These and other area road improvements lead the way for business development in the
Great Valley. In 1984 Trammell Crow agreed to develop the WestLakes Corporate Office Park in
an environmentally responsible way, a dramatic change from the prior developer’s plans that
would have severely impacted Crabby Creek. On the other side of Swedesford Road Daylesford
Lake became a planned residential community on the site of the old Dyer, Lavino Quarry. The
parcel of the developer’s land that was on the east side of Route 252 was donated by the
developer to be appended to the Radbill Park and has remained a natural area. By the 1960’s
the impressive quarry operations of Howellville were no longer. The spoils of the quarrying
operations had been pushed into the quarries, and the remaining pits were allowed to fill with
ground water and runoff. The fact that the water table was no longer pumped down to allow work
in the quarry bottoms was a benefit. It benefited the residents of Howellville, many of whom were
still getting their water from local springs. And it benefited Crabby Creek for the restoration of
some ground water base flow that was not available with the lower water table. In the
headwaters, Conestoga High School was expanded to become a campus with athletic fields and
a middle school and very little stormwater runoff management. Also in the headwater area along
Old Lancaster and Russell Road, businesses and office buildings were developed. Much of this
occurred before stormwater runoff regulations came into existence. In the heart of the upper
watershed was a forested ravine where the gravel Bodine Road ran. There was a plan presented
to build six executive residences before the Township in 1984. Eventually, through many twists
and turns in the process, the township purchased the land with the help from Chester County to
be a park for passive recreation. By the close of the century, Crabby Creek now had two large
township parks that were natural areas buffering the stream from the surrounding development.
st
As a last comment before moving to the 21 Century, a couple of studies were done on
Crabby Creek in the 1990’s. These studies were looking for what kind of fish were in Crabby
Creek among other things. Stanley Kemp in his 1994 Drexel University, Masters Thesis noted
that there were brook trout in the area of Bodine Road. Also of similar interest was a
Pennsylvania Fish & Boat Commission survey in 1995 that “found a class B wild brook trout
fishery of 21.9 kg/ha up stream from the waterfall…” Brook trout are the Pennsylvania state fish
and probably the most beautiful of all Pennsylvania fish. They are very sensitive to stream and
water quality. Their native presence in Crabby Creek is remarkable.
In 2002 a new group of stream advocates was emerging. It became known as the Valley
Creek Restoration Partnership. It is a partnership of several non-profit environmental
organizations along with the two principal townships in the watershed, East Whiteland and
Tredyffrin. Also included in the partnership are the Chester County Conservation District and the
Chester County Water Resources Authority, the PA Department of Environmental Protection and
PA Fish and Boat Commission, the United State Geological Survey, Valley Forge National
Historical Park. Several universities and colleges have participated with the efforts of the
Partnership. The non-profit members are Green Valleys Association, League of Women Voters,
Open Land Conservancy, Valley Forge Chapter of Trout Unlimited and West Chester Fish Game
& Wildlife Assoc. The Partnership was created to be the proactive, project accomplishing
organization for the restoration of Valley Creek. The method for going about the restoration was
to select a single tributary of Valley and fix it and then move on to the next tributary. In 2003 a
walk was done from the point where Crabby Creek runs into Little Valley Creek up its course to its
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headwaters. This walk was well attended by partnership members and it was most eye opening.
There were fish passage devices that were installed by Valley Forge Trout Unlimited in the culvert
bottoms. There was extensive erosion to the stream banks and severe down cutting of the
stream bottom. Where the erosion was the worst, the stream channel was a wide canyon of trees
that had collapsed into it. Most dramatic of all was the waterfall. It was about 4 ½ to 5 feet tall
and it was obviously migrating upstream. In its wake was a mass of destruction – a huge wide,
deeply cut channel filled with trees that had collapsed from the banks. It took years of
investigation to finally figure out what had changed to create such a disaster. Not until 2007 did
the reason for the waterfall become evident. Further upstream we found sanitary sewers that
appeared to be only months away from being exposed by erosion and in some places sewer lines
exposed in the bottom of the stream. It all appeared very unstable and very un-natural. But
through all of this, there were fish. There were minnows, black nose dace, and trout.
After the walk the Valley Creek Restoration Partnership had to decide if they could take
on the challenges faced by this stream. They certainly did not want to embark on their first
project and fail. But the group bit the bullet and went ahead to apply for grants and begin their
work. Initial funding came in the manner of a planning grant from the William Penn Foundation.
LandStudies of Litiz, PA was contracted and produced a stream assessment report with a focus
on stormwater and what steps might be taken to mitigate it. Through the course of the study and
the presentation of it at a public forum, the partnership gained a great deal of knowledge and
information. LandStudies listed priority reaches for stabilization and the reasons behind those
priorities. Their work set the stage for the next phase, which was the application to William Penn
Foundation for an implementation grant, which was approved. Valley Forge Trout Unlimited was
the grantee for the initial grant but did not feel that it had the capacity to manage the
implementation grant, which was awarded to the Chester County Conservation District in the
amount of $403,000.00. The grant contained several parts. The most dramatic section ended up
being a stream relocation and stabilization of 1,300 feet. There were also three infiltration
devices to be designed in the upper watershed to reduce the amount of stormwater runoff
reaching the creek. And lastly there was a report to tell about what was done, the reasons for
doing it and how to do it. This is that report. The stream relocation and stabilization is
substantially complete at this point. The designs for the infiltration devices are being completed.
We are eight years into this new millennium, into this new century, and as for Crabby
Creek, well, some things have gotten worse. The stream dumped thousands of tons of eroded
silt to its lower reaches before the Partnership could stabilize and relocate the stream in the
Radbill Park area. The Crabby Creek Park area suffers from stormwater runoff flows that seem
to have the power to wash anything downstream, even boulders two feet in diameter. Since the
stream was walked in 2003 the deposition of material at the outlet mouth of the Trenton Cut Off
has increased to two feet thick. We were told one of the sewer manholes was buried under five
feet of material that has washed out of the stream. Manholes in the upper section of Crabby are
getting close to being exposed by the unstable eroding stream. Valley Forge Trout Unlimited has
received a grant from the National Fish & Wildlife Foundation to restore habitat in upper Crabby
Creek – they are working on doing that. There are sewer line issues in and along Crabby Creek.
A broken line was repaired in the spring of 2008 in one of the tributaries. There is major sewer
line work proposed in the township budget for the Crabby Creek area. And perhaps the worst
news of all is that there are no brook trout in Crabby Creek any longer.
Those are some of the bad things. But here are some of the more positive things. Cabrini
College has joined the Valley Creek Restoration Partnership, and with that association they bring
not only the intelligence of an institution of higher education but also the energy of their young
professors and of their students. They are monitoring various sites in the creek to see if our work
will make the positive changes that we anticipate. They have also door-to-door surveyed the
environmental attitudes and knowledge of the Crabby Creek neighborhoods before our projects
began. Cabrini partnered with several other groups to put on an Earth Day celebration in Crabby
Creek Park that was very successful. Valley Forge Trout Unlimited obtained a grant from the
Environmental Fund for Pennsylvania to install a demonstration rain garden. This project was
completed this summer and was featured in an educational piece on the local public access
television station. Crabby Creek in the Radbill Park section has been stabilized and partly
relocated. The relocated section is fascinating and looks wonderful. Volunteers planted 470
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trees in the restored area. We have had many groups provide support and offer to provide future
support. Can we restore the water cycle? Maybe, if we all work together.
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Past and Present Studies of Crabby Creek and Valley Creek
Crabby Creek
• 1971 The Advanced Biology students of Conestoga Senior High School under the direction
of Dr. Ralph D. Heister, Jr.. “A Study with Recommendations and Specifications to Minimize
the Environmental Impact of Sewer Installation on the Watershed of an Un-Named Tributary
of Valley Creek, Locally Known as “Crabby Creek”, Tredyffrin Township, Chester County,
Pennsylvania. December, 1971
• 1972 Photography by Jim Powers dated 5/26/1972: Powers & Ralph Heister
• 1984 Open Land Conservancy of Chester County. “Crisis On Crabby Creek”. Landmarks.
1984
• 1991 Hunter, Christopher J.. Better Trout Habitat. Montana Land Reliance. Pages 280 – 289.
• 1994 or ’95 Nimmo, Del. (National Park Service) “Water Quality In Crabby Creek Based On
Several Biological Surveys”
• 1994 Open Land Conservancy of Chester County. “A Ravine Saved”. Landmarks. Winter
1994
• 1995 PA Fish Commission – Electro Fishing Survey, Crabby Creek
• 2005 PA Fish & Boat Commission. “Redd Survey”. December 2005
• 2007 Stroud Water Research Center. Macro Invertebrate Sampling – raw data sheets: files:
Crabby_Kickdata.pdf and Crabby_surberdata.pdf
• 2008 PA Fish & Boat Commission. Electro-Fishing Survey. June 25, 2008
Valley Creek
• 1983 The Advanced Biology Students of Conestoga High School, Tredyffrin-Easttown
School District, under the direction of Dr. Ralph D. Heister, Jr. Valley Creek Watershed
Revisited. Fall, 1983
• 1990 Sloto, Ronald A. (USGS). “Geohydrology And Simulation of Ground-Water Flow In
The Carbonate Rocks Of The Valley Creek Basin, Eastern Chester County, Pennsylvania”.
Water-Resources Investigations Report 89-4169. 1990
• 1994 Kemp, Stanley Joseph. “Effects of Urbanization on Fish Communities in Valley Creek,
Valley Forge PA.”. Drexel University Masters Thesis. September 1994
• 1997 USGS in cooperation with Chester County Water Resources Authority, Assessment of
Stream Quality Using Biological Indices at Selected Sites in the Schuylkill River Basin,
Chester County, Pennsylvania, 1981-97.
• 2001 Emerson, Clay. “Stormwater Modeling in Valley Creek Watershed”. M.S. Thesis
Proposal, School of Environmental Science, Engineering , and Policy, Drexel University,
October 11, 2001
• 2001 Steffy, Luanne. “Effects of Land-Use Changes on the Ecology of Valley Creek”. M.S.
Thesis Proposal, School of Environmental Science, Engineering , and Policy, Drexel
University, November 29, 2001
• 2001 – 2004 See Various Valley Creek Project Publications and Presentations listed at
http://userpages.umbc.edu/`weltyc/wws-publications.html (some of the items reported here
are also included in this list.
• 2004 Chester County Water Resources Authority, Borton Lawson Engineering & Skelly &
Loy Engineers-Consultants. Valley Creek Watershed Technical Compendium. July 2004
• 2004 Valley Creek Restoration Plan, Valley Creek Trustee Council, August 2004.
• 2004 Lieb, David A. Graduate Research Assistant – rare crayfish – Cambarus acuminatus, a
species not reported previously in PA
• 2005 EnviroScience, Inc. Fall Sampling Event, Project #-302-1608. Valley Forge Water
Quality Impact Study: Biological Survey of the Valley Creek Watershed Chester County, Pa.
March 03, 2006
• 2005 PA Fish & Boat Commission. “Redd Survey”. December 2005
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•

•
•
•

•
•

2006 Largay, Ery and Sneddon, Lesley A. (NatureServe). “An Approach to Quantifying
Desired Forest Conditions at Valley Forge National Historical Park”. Technical Report
NPS/NER/NRTR—xxxx/xx VAFO_Final_DFC_Report_EFL_LAS4. September 2006
2006 Bowermaster, Mark. “Catalog of Monitoring in the Valley Creek Watershed”
Spreadsheet file: VAFO_WQ_Monitoringv3.xls .
2007 USGS. “The water cycle: Evapotranspiration”.
http:ga.water.usgs.gov/edu/watercyleevapotranspiration.html
2007 Bowermaster, Mark. “Summary of Funds Spent on Protection of the Valley Creek
Watershed: 1970-Present”. Valley Forge National Historical Park, Natural Resources
Management, Intern. June 20, 2007
2007 Kristie, Daniel. “Is Valley Creek in Tredyffrin as good as it gets?”. Main Line Life.
August 8, 2007
2008 Jackson, John. “Schuylkill Project, Southwest Schuylkill Basin Stroud”. Stroud Water
Research Center. http://www.stroudcenter.org/schuylkill/basins/southwest.htm

Tredyffrin Township
• 2002 Andrews, Sue. “Howellville”. Tredyffrin Easttown History Quarterly. 2002
• 2005 Post, Joyce A.. “Great Valley Area Limestone Quarries, Part I Howellville Quaries”.
Tredyffrin Easttown History Quarterly. Summer 2005
• 2005 Gutshall, Mark,. “Documenting Stream Channel Erosion – Bigger Problem Than
Originally Thought”. Watershed Weekly. paid submission by LandStudies, Inc. 2005
• 2007 Bertram, Mike, Editor. The History of Tredyffrin Township 1707 – 2007Thank you, also
to Mike Bertram for providing various other information used in this report.
Chester County
• 1977 McGreevy, Laurence J. and Sloto, Ronald A. (USGS). “Ground Water Resources of
Chester County Pennsylvania”. Water-Resources Investigations 77-67. September 1977
• 1994 Sloto, Ronald A. (USGS) “Geology, Hydrology, And Ground-Water Quality of Chester
County, Pennsylvania”. Water-Resource Report 2. 1994
• 2001 Chester County Water Resources Authority, Chester County Planning Commission,
Camp Dresser & McKee & Gaadt Perspectives, LLC. Chester County Pennsylvania Water
Resources Compendium. December 2001
• 2002 Reif, Andrew. (USGS). “Assessment of Stream Conditions and Trends in Biological
and Water-Chemistry Data From Selected Streams in Chester County, Pennsylvania, 19811997. Water-Resources Investigations Report 02-4242. 2002
• 2002 Chester County Water Resources Authority. Watersheds. September 2002
Southeast Pennsylvania
• 1990 White, Kirk E. and Sloto, Ronald A. (USGS) “Base-Flow-Frequency Characteristics of
Selected Pennsylvania Streams”. Water-Resources Investigations Report 90-4160. 1990
• 2004 Produced by The Alliance for the Chesapeake Bay. “Pennsylvania Field Guide
Common Invasive Plants in Riparian Areas. May 2004
• 2008 Walter, Robert C. and Merritts, Dorothy J.. “Natural Streams and the Legacy of WaterPowered Mills”. Science. Jaunuary 18, 2008 www.sciencemag.org
• Percipitaion Frequency Data Server, http://hdsc.nws.noaa.gov/cgibin/hdsc/buildout.perl?type=pf&units=us&series=pd&statename=PENNSYLVANIA&stateabv=
pa&study=orb&season=All&intype=5&plat=40.062&plon=75.584&liststation=0&slat=lat&slon=lon&mlat=40.062&mlon=-75.584&elev=515
Maps, Charts, Surveys and Aerial Photographs:
• 1972 PennDOT survey – portion – SR 252 in the Howellville area.
• Various aerial photographs
• Several versions of USGS quadrangle topo maps
• Several versions of historical surveys including Pennsylvania RR,
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Soil Map: http://soilmap.psu.edu/code/mapindex.asp and Soil Survey Staff, Natural Resources
Conservation Service, United States Department of Agriculture. Soil Series Classification
Database. Available URL: “http://soils.usda.gov/soils/technical/classification/scfile/index.html”.
USDA-NRCS, Lincoln, NE.
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Section III

Project Goals

The overall goal that guided this work was to rehabilitate a portion of the Crabby Creek watershed
through the implementation of a holistic strategic restoration program. Project goals guiding this
work are described below.
Goal 1:

Improved Stormwater Management to Better Control Runoff

Inadequate stormwater management in the Crabby Creek watershed is as a leading cause of
stream degradation and flooding. Reversing this pattern of poor stormwater management is a key
to the success of stream rehabilitation. Improved stormwater management will lead to increased
stream base flow between storms, increased groundwater, less stream bank erosion and cooler
stream flow. Reversing this pattern of damage and degradation requires an aggressive program
to retrofit stormwater management infrastructure utilizing best management practices (BMPs) and
to ensure adherence to updated ordinances to the maximum extent possible on new and redevelopment. The plan to improve stormwater management includes VCRP pro-actively
identifying public and private sites and facilities where BMPs can be installed.
Goal 2:

Reconnection of Streams with Floodplains to Reduce Channel Degradation
and Downstream Flooding

Recent studies and current analysis of watershed data, as well as extrapolation of data from
studies conducted in the region, show that the separation, or disconnection, of a floodplain from
its stream is a source of channel instability. The physical disconnection between the stream
channel and the floodplain means that storm flows and its energy cannot dissipate, causing
channel degradation and increased flooding downstream. This disconnection is believed to
contribute to habitat degradation in Crabby Creek. Based on these findings, reconnecting the
stream with its adjacent and historic floodplain is an important program goal of VCRP for the
rehabilitation of Crabby Creek as well as other streams of Valley Creek Watershed.

Goal 3:

Stabilize and Rehabilitate Stream Banks to Reduce Downstream
Sedimentation

Through observations over time, reference maps, and anecdotal evidence gathered over many
years, VCRP is aware of bank erosion and stream migration occurring at an accelerated rate
along much of the Crabby Creek main stem. Recent evaluation also points to a total re-location of
Crabby Creek over the past 10-15 years due to blockages of culverts under the sewer access
maintenance road (see exhibit ). The re-located portion of Crabby has scoured an estimated
3,500 cubic yards of sediment and transported it downstream to Lower Crabby Creek, Little
Valley Creek and Valley Creek. Based on concern about sedimentation impacts on trout
spawning and macroinvertebrate life in Valley Creek, VCRP’s program seeks to rehabilitate
stream banks. VCRP places a high priority on the highly erodible, or BEHI, stream bank sites,
many of which were identified by the Chester County Water Resources Authority in their
Technical Compendium of Water Resources. There are a variety of methods for rehabilitating
banks and controlling downstream sedimentation. VCRP’s program will employ several
measures including preferred natural stream channel restoration methods, but will also
supplement natural methods by using rocks (armoring) in sections where natural rehabilitation
methods are insufficient for the shear stress of the stream. Emphasis will be to employ
rehabilitation methods that enhance fish habitat including in-stream cover, overhead canopy and
woody structures.
Note: Several terms are used in literature to denote modifications of streams and stream banks;
i.e., stabilization, restoration, and rehabilitation. VCRP did not use the term restoration because
the term may imply modification to a state that existed in pre-development eras, a condition not
considered achievable by us due to previous earth disturbances and the presence of many
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culverts. Stabilization is a term which, to us, implies modifying the stream so that it won’t get any
worse. Rehabilitation is the term we prefer because it means more than stabilization and implies
the achievement of goals designed for the modification of the stream. If we have failed to
substitute the term rehabilitation for stabilization throughout the report, please do so in your own
mind.
Goal 4:

Rehabilitate Aquatic Habitat to Re-establish Trout Populations

Crabby Creek has been recognized as a trout-reproducing tributary in the Valley Creek
watershed. Past studies and experience confirmed this. In 2002, however, the Pennsylvania Fish
and Boat Commission conducted an electroshocking study on the creek, which yielded
discouraging findings. Conclusions from the study suggested that Hurricane Floyd in 1999
contributed to the disappearance of brook trout population in the creek. It is believed that there
are only remnant brook trout populations present in Crabby Creek today. Remnant populations
are not likely to increase and are vulnerable to disappearing all together. A June 25, 2008
shocking of Crabby Creek by the Pa Fish and Boat Commission showed 42 brown trout in a 450
meter stretch of Crabby above (south) of the railroad bridge and ~35 brown trout in a 150 meter
stretch of Crabby that is being relocated and rehabilitated. The decline of brook trout populations
in Crabby Creek and the loss of lower Crabby Creek as a spawning area served to motivate Trout
Unlimited, a member of the Valley Creek Restoration Partnership, to explore the cause and
solutions. It is anticipated that the stream bank rehabilitation program will re-establish conditions
needed for trout reproduction and survival and the recovery of trout populations. The presence of
trout in this developed watershed offers confidence that trout can tolerate developed conditions
reasonably well and that protecting and enhancing the creek’s habitat further will successfully
increase trout populations. When new stream equilibrium has been reached in the re-located
section, with respect to macroinvertebrate life and woody debris in Crabby Creek, VCRP intends
to explore the re-introduction of brook trout to Crabby Creek. As such, a goal of this rehabilitation
work in Crabby Creek and a reason it was selected for this targeted work is to restore and
improve fish habitat.
Goal 5:

Identification of Policies and Best Practices for VCRP’s Work in the
Remaining Sub-watersheds of Valley Creek as well as Describing Policies
and Practices From This Work Useful to Other Watershed Organizations

A final program goal is the identification of policies and best practices that directly or indirectly
support a holistic watershed restoration program not only in Crabby Creek but in the 30 other
sub-watersheds of Valley Creek that VCRP hopes to also rehabilitate over the long-run. This
includes identifying policy implications and technical practices throughout all aspects of this multifaceted rehabilitation initiative. This program seeks to identify policies that (1) improve
stormwater management by controlling stormwater runoff, (2) reconnect streams with floodplains
to reduce channel degradation and downstream flooding, (3) rehabilitate stream banks to control
sedimentation, and (4) rehabilitate aquatic habitat. The goal of this document is to describe the
policies and practices learned by VCRP in case they also match the interests and concerns of
other watershed organizations.
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Section IV.
Outputs

Managing Stormwater to Accomplish Watershed Restoration Goals; Project

An already developed urban watershed like Crabby Creek will not be rehabilitated through
exclusive reliance on new stormwater ordinances. New stormwater ordinances of Tredyffrin
Township (expected in 2009 as an output of the Act 167 process) will better regulate
development, improve the control of stormwater runoff from new and re-developments, and help
prevent further damages to the creek; however, new ordinances alone will do little to reverse past
practices and repair historic damages. Those damages include; wide stretches of lower Crabby
Creek that can heat-up during low flow times in summers, shallow flows that don’t accommodate
fish passage, excessive sediment generation from stream banks and bottoms that are
transported downstream, and excessive volumes of stormwater that contribute to downstream
flooding in Little Valley Creek and Valley Creek. Recognizing that these damages are not selfcorrecting the rehabilitation of Crabby Creek watershed necessitates a pro-active approach
focused on repairing and retrofitting to correct and remedy problems created from the legacy of
inadequate watershed management for past development. As such, the VCRP envisions a
program that encompasses two fundamental components:
1. Improving on-the-ground controls for stormwater runoff by repairing, renovating and
upgrading existing infrastructure, properties and land through the use of stormwater best
management retrofit practices.
2. Improving stream conditions in and along Crabby Creek through the use of rehabilitation,
restoration and floodplain reconnection practices.
This program funded by the William Penn Foundation aspires to:
•
•
•

Demonstrate ways of employing best management practices in a developed watershed
where none exist to reduce impacts to the creek from uncontrolled stormwater runoff;
Demonstrate stream rehabilitation and floodplain reconnections methods;
Identify policies and programs that support and hinder restoration goals and program
objectives, with a specific focus on policies needed to direct and sustain more effective
stormwater management and stream protection in urban watersheds like Crabby Creek over
the long term.

This approach is both strategic and incremental and requires a long-term commitment to identify
opportunities and implement them as financial resources allow. This approach is strategic in that
it studied the entire watershed at the outset, and examined causes of degradation and
impairment as the basis for prioritizing actions and steps to be taken over time. Those steps and
actions provide incremental improvements that will collectively rehabilitate the watershed over
time.
The rehabilitation of Crabby Creek cannot rely exclusively on foreseeable regulatory changes, but
instead depends on a pro-active program of retrofits and stream bank rehabilitation to inaugurate
on-the-ground improvements. This rationale has directed VCRP to embark on a multi-faceted
program to pro-actively undertake stormwater management retrofit and stream rehabilitation
initiatives.
This section of the report describes the physical aspects of what was done under the William
Penn Foundation Implementation grant.
A. Accomplishing Stormwater Infiltration and Evapotranspiration
Much data and evidence from within the watershed and outside the Valley Creek watershed,
strongly indicate that a leading cause of watershed degradation is the creation and prevalence of
impervious surfaces and corresponding reduction of land that naturally attenuates and infiltrates
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runoff. This loss of pervious surface reduces the extent to which stormwater would otherwise
soak into the ground and naturally sustain ground water and surface water base flow and also
provide evapotranspiration to the atmosphere.. When impervious cover increases and natural
infiltration opportunities are lost, a whole host of impacts ensue including:
•

A reduction of groundwater and surface base flow and aquifer recharge. This contributes to
natural seeps and springs drying up, which, in turn, increases the prevalence of low flow instream conditions and dry streambeds, impacting habitat and aquatic life.

•

An increase in high flow and out of bank conditions during storms causing significant physical
impacts to the stream including accelerated erosion and scouring stream banks, down-cutting
streambeds and degrading substrate, as well as accelerated streambed migration.

•

Uncontrolled overland storm flows which contribute to soil erosion, natural resource damages
of uprooted trees and vegetation; flooding and property damage; infrastructure damage; and
more soil sediments in the streambeds, which impact habitat and effect streambed
conveyance capacity further exacerbating future storm flows and flooding.

With evidence of these impacts ever increasing in the watershed, a central element of the Crabby
Creek restoration program is to maximize stormwater infiltration and evapotranspiration
opportunities by protecting and recreating natural hydrologic conditions.

The Crabby Creek restoration program is focused on demonstrating stormwater management
practices that provide infiltration as well as promoting practices and policies that protect and recreate the watershed’s natural infiltration capacity. Infiltration BMPs are addressed in the
subsection that follows.) VCRP encourages policies and practices that naturally create
evapotranspiration, infiltrate stormwater and protect natural hydrology. Some of these methods
prevent erosion and stormwater generation and include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Limit the extent of earth disturbance during development and redevelopment
Manage grading activities during development activities to limit disturbance of in-situ soils
Limit and prohibit excavating and paving over wetlands, seeps, and springs
Limit and consider prohibiting development on unstable features and sensitive areas
including bedrock outcrops, groundwater recharge areas and areas prone to sink holes
Limit impervious surface creation by reducing impervious footprint
Encourage or mandate the use of alternative pervious paving materials

B. Stormwater Retrofits in the Crabby Creek Watershed
The LandStudies report showed that 30.43 percent of Crabby Creek watershed is impervious.
The Crabby Creek stormwater retrofit program seeks to implement practices that compensate for
the loss of infiltration capacity and reduce storm volumes generated from impervious surfaces.
Stormwater management practices that manage runoff volumes generated by impervious
surfaces upstream are the priority in order to control downstream flooding, reduce sediment
effects in streambeds and improve fish habitat. To achieve needed volume reductions and
control downstream impacts, this retrofit strategy focuses on installing stormwater best
management practices (BMPs) that maximize infiltration, evaporation, and transpiration or
evapotranspiration. Infiltration BMPs not only reduce damaging storm flows, their use yields other
benefits as well including the recharge of groundwater, the increase of stream base flow, the
reduction of thermal impacts caused by urban runoff, and benefits to trees and vegetation. The
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WPF funding allowed the demonstration of rock infiltration trenches as a BMP at three storm
sewer sites in upper Crabby Creek. These projects will be described in more detail below.
Over time, many more BMPs will be needed in Crabby Creek watershed at the other storm sewer
outlets. Based on the land uses that were identified by LandStudies additional types of BMPs will
have to be appropriate to roads, residential dwellings and commercial and institutional roofs and
parking lots that are not connected to storm sewer outlets.
While new stormwater management facilities are currently required by PA DEP and Tredyffrin
Township to manage the 2-year, 24-hour storm, (99 percent of all rainfall events) it is reasonable
to expect individual BMP retrofits installed in developed urban areas to manage more frequent
small storms, i.e., those producing less than the 3.2” of rainfall for a 2-year, 24-hour storm. VCRP
had hoped to be able to determine the amount of runoff reduction needed for the watershed in
order to optimize the design of bankfull dimensions for the rehabilitated lower reaches of Crabby
Creek. VCRP originally thought that by reducing necessary bankfull widths, money could be
saved on stream rehabilitation. However VCRP became convinced that stream rehabilitation can
be accomplished in a way that accommodates future runoff reductions. VCRP also realized that
BMP retrofits would take many years to accomplish, whereas stream rehabilitation should not
wait that long or the threat to trout populations would get worse and other damages would persist.
The literature searches conducted by VCRP show that different groups have different goals for
BMP runoff reductions. The Center for Watershed Protection in Ellicott City, Maryland in their
work with the City of Charlottesville Virginia adopted a goal of 75 percent runoff reduction. This
became the goal for BMPs installed on municipally-owned sites. VCRP could not ascertain how
the 75 percent was reached but it did not appear as if it were a hydrological determined goal. The
stream being affected by that program was also not wholly contained in the City of Charlottesville.
The CWP manuals also suggest controlling existing sites to infiltrate the 1-year, 24-hour storm.
The 1 to 1.5 year storms are known as the channel forming storms whereas the larger storms are
the flooding storms.
Data supplied by the Chester County Water Resources Authority show that BMP retrofits
designed to manage the first ½” to 1” of rainfall from small storms control runoff from the majority
of storms. This strategy to control the first ½” to 1” of rainfall will control approximately 82-93
percent of the number of rainfall events in a year.
VCRP cannot at this time determine a hydrological derived BMP flow reduction goal. It also
occurs to VCRP that a single goal to be achieved at each retrofit site may not be desirable given
the many BMP practices, varying site characteristics and cost considerations. VCRP would like to
determine an overall goal for Crabby Creek watershed that is hydrological determined and to
install the best available retrofit management (BAMP) at each retrofit site, realizing that the
percent flow reduction for each BMP will vary. The goal will then revert to undertaking enough
BMPs to achieve a hydrological determined flow reduction goal when it is determined.
The land use composition and distribution of impervious surfaces at the sub-watershed level
influenced the Crabby Creek retrofit strategy. Roads account for 55 percent of the impervious
surface area, residential land uses 27% of the impervious cover and commercial land uses 17
percent. Retrofit BMPs that control street runoff were prioritized since roads make up the largest
percent of impervious land at the sub-watershed level. The retrofit strategy also looked at the
residential sector to demonstrate small-scale BMPs to control runoff from roofs, driveways and
patios for the approximately 650 residential lots. The focus here is BMPs, such as rain gardens
that can be implemented by individual homeowners with limited engineering so that retrofit control
costs can be minimized. These priorities also include implementing retrofit BMPs on institutional
and commercial properties with larger lots and corresponding retrofit needs and opportunities.
Land use composition also influenced the retrofit strategy relative to issues of stormwater runoff
pollution. Since there are limited industrial sites and only local roads at the sub-watershed level
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and there is limited evidence of urban runoff pollution impacting water quality in the upper
reaches of Crabby Creek, the retrofit strategy puts less emphasis on BMPs for their water quality
attributes. Instead the strategy emphasizes BMPs that provide volume reduction,
evapotranspiration and infiltration functions. Since most infiltration BMPs also provide water
quality functions, primarily for first flush pollutants, water quality benefits will accrue from most
retrofits implemented. In this way, the Crabby Creek watershed retrofit program may differ from
other urban programs, since the need for water quality BMPs is limited in Crabby Creek but may
be greater in watersheds with major highways, brownfields, and industry where stormwater runoff
pollution is a greater concern.
The initial phase of this retrofit program is implementing retrofit BMP projects on sites in the upper
reaches of the watershed since starting high in headwater areas will yield the greatest
downstream benefits. As projects are completed, VCRP and its partners will systematically
undertake retrofits at locations further downstream. However, retrofit opportunities occur
unexpectedly sometimes and those opportunities need to be grabbed when they occur.
While there is a need to manage significant volumes in this watershed and to accomplish
economies of scale, conditions in Crabby Creek watershed, similar to other urban watersheds,
suggest that locating smaller BMPs that manage runoff from the small storm is more feasible than
implementing larger BMPs. This strategy appears more technically feasible and early retrofit
projects provide the Partnership an opportunity to evaluate economic feasibility. A strategy that
seeks to implement many small-scale retrofit BMPs on a variety of land uses across the entire
watershed necessitates a strong education and outreach component. This holistic program
encompasses installing BMPs that demonstrate and encourage their use throughout the
watershed. VCRP hopes that this will promote and institutionalize retrofit BMPs watershed-wide.
Retrofit projects underway demonstrate a variety of BMPs from which the Partnership will learn.
The projects can be replicated on other sites and their design concepts applied here and in other
urbanized watersheds. Future BMP retrofit projects will reflect the lessons learned in this first
phase. The retrofit program is incremental and will occur over many years, but has potential to
progressively reverse creek degradation and restore the watershed.
Best Management Practice Retrofit Projects Being Implemented. This first phase of retrofit
projects include installation of three storm sewer outfall infiltration trenches funded by a William
Penn Foundation grant, a residential rain barrel/rain garden project funded by an Environmental
Fund for Pennsylvania grant, and a bioretention BMP planned for a Conestoga High School
practice field.
Municipal Outfall Infiltration Trenches. Retrofit projects underway will modify storm sewer
outfalls draining residential areas that lack stormwater management. These retrofits incorporate
rock infiltration trench BMPs immediately down slope of outfall pipes. Cahill Associates designed
three rock infiltration trenches to help control the first ½” of rain conveyed by storm sewers for
three separate drainage areas that total 30-acres. These retrofits will manage in excess of
14,000 cu ft representing a combined storage capacity of the three rock infiltration trenches;
however, under optimum conditions these trenches will infiltrate in excess of this amount as water
infiltrates at the bottom of the trenches during protracted storms. These BMPs were designed to
maximize infiltration and divert a minimum of 22,000 cu ft of runoff during storm events. Collecting
and infiltrating the first ½” of runoff, these infiltration trenches will reduce peak flows at the top of
the Crabby Creek watershed. The trenches will be located on Tredyffrin Township land and in
township right-of-ways along roads. The properties of five private landowners are involved
because some earth disturbances will occur on their property or because access to the gullies
below the outfalls must go through those private parcels.
Once these street outfalls are retrofitted and their effectiveness evaluated, the Partnership will
work to retrofit some of the remaining 19 outfalls in the watershed. For outlets located on private
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land, VCRP is confident the Township sewer easements will allow access to implement similar
infiltration BMPs.
Residential Rain Garden Retrofit Project. Another BMP retrofit that was completed in May
2008 is a demonstration rain garden installed on an individual residential property in a headwater
neighborhood. The Partnership had funding from the Environmental Fund for Pennsylvania to
install and demonstrate a rain garden BMP in a highly visible location to showcase the benefits of
this stormwater practice to the residential sector.
A rain garden BMP is well
suited for individual lots to
manage ½” or more of runoff
from adjacent impervious
surfaces. The performance of
rain gardens can be enhanced
by installing subsurface
storage beds directly below
the garden which provides
added storage capacity and
increased infiltration.
Inspection of the rain garden
during a recent storm only
showed spillover after 2.5
inches of rain.

RAIN GARDEN
A rain garden is a shallow earthen depression planted with native plants
which receives and temporarily holds stormwater runoff prior to the runoff
soaking into garden soils, being absorbed by plants and infiltrating into the
ground below. A rain garden footprint can be small or quite large depending
upon land availability and location. Rain gardens can be designed to receive
runoff from driveways, patios, roofs and streets and can be planted with
native large shrubs, even trees, or plantings can include native flowers and
grasses. Plants aesthetically enhance this BMP and function to filter
nutrients and other runoff pollutants. The soils and plants together serve
several functions; they absorb runoff, filter and trap pollutants, and promote
the percolation of stormwater into the subsurface. In this instance a compost
layer was placed in the rain garden trough and a layer of screened soil placed
on top. Visual observations by the owner and by Valley Forge Trout
Unlimited (receiver of the grant and builder)show that rainfall comes into the
rain garden from the rear roof of the house and the apron of the pool area.

The Township’s Front Yard
Back Yard BMP Handbook is
being distributed to residents in Trout Creek watershed ( a watershed next to Valley Creek and
having similar slope and soil characteristics as Crabby Creek) and includes information on rain
gardens and other residential BMPs. These materials are applicable throughout Valley Creek
Watershed and will be used to encourage residential stormwater BMP retrofits including rain
gardens.

Bioretention System Retrofits at Non-Residential Sites. The third area where retrofitting has
potential to reduce peak flows through infiltration and evaporation is on commercial and
institutional properties. There are approximately 1,548,000 SF of impervious surface on
commercial/institutional properties in Crabby Creek watershed. The public high school is a large
land use located at the top of the watershed. Due to its strategic location as well as stormwater
management issues at the site, it is being targeted for retrofitting. In consultation with the school
administration and the township, the Partnership is working to design and install a bioretention
system to control unmanaged runoff from athletic fields, which will provide infiltration of runoff,
control erosion and reduce storm flows in the creek. Since there are currently no legal
requirements for existing commercial and institutional property owners to implement stormwater
retrofits, this program will be pursued taking advantage of property owner interest, Township
initiative and funding availability.
C. Stream Restoration in the Crabby Creek Watershed
Conditions dictating the stream restoration approach included
•
•
•
•

stream damages that were severe and in need of remediation to protect the creek from
further degradation caused by storm flows;
uncontrolled shear stresses causing severe streambed and bank erosion;
close proximity and exposure to township sewer line; and
need for Crabby Creek to go through the culvert at Rte 252..
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In response to these degraded conditions, the Partnership embarked on a stream rehabilitation
project to repair and restore a severely impacted section of Crabby Creek. LandStudies had
identified a strategy for all of Crabby Creek that recommended focusing initial restorationstabilization efforts in Section A. (See Appendix 02, Crabby Creek Watershed Map).
Rettew Associates was hired to develop a design and perform stream rehabilitation work in
Section A, including a 1000-linear ft section of Crabby Creek. This area included a stretch of
Crabby Creek (Section A) starting from the culvert at Rte 252 and going 850’ upstream and the
first 150 ft of the small tributary along Howellville Road. A Growing Greener grant from the PA
Department of Environmental Protection allowed for the total rehabilitated reach to be 1300’.
Rettew and VCRP set out to rehabilitate the existing stream by re-directing the lower portion of
Section A across an area that would lead more directly to the Rte 252 culvert. The top portion of
this stretch would have still been close to the sewer line. The soil borings performed by Rettew
were submitted to the Pa Historical Commission which ruled that a Phase I study would have to
be done since in-situ soils were revealed by the soil borings. At this time, some information from a
long-time resident (Mr. Barajas) directed us to a site that could best be seen in the winter when
the leaves were off the trees. The site showed rock formations that formed channel for an earlier
location of Crabby Creek that paralleled and was closer to Rte 252. This situation began to make
further sense to us and explained the presence of culverts that were under the sewer
maintenance road. VCRP then surmised that the culverts became blocked over time and backed
up flood waters to a teetering point where the stream redirected itself to its present channel. No
one is sure when this happened but it is not unreasonable to think that the date was when
Hurricane Floyd occurred, September 1999. The significance of this means that the entire cut of
about 550’ of the current stream created 3,500 cubic yards of sediment that was transported to
lower Crabby Creek and into Little Valley Creek. This amount of soil equates to the amount of fill
that will have to be placed in the existing channel when Crabby Creek is re-located. This new
location means that Crabby Creek won’t have to cross the sewer line at all in this lower portion.
While not VCRP’s preferred approach for stream rehabilitation, stream relocation of lower Crabby
Creek was selected and will accomplish the important objective of increasing the distance
between the streambed and sewer line, eliminate current sewer line exposure, reduce chances of
future exposures and eliminate the waterfall that the Township’s remedial action created. This
waterfall acts as a barrier to fish passage from lower to upper Crabby Creek
To the greatest extent possible, the design for the Crabby Creek stream rehabilitation used
natural stream channel design methods. It was critical that the method establish and protect
aquatic habitat by controlling excess sedimentation, maintain moderate water temperature by
providing tree cover, create barrier-free reaches to allow fish passage, provide in-stream cover for
fish to hide and reproduce, as well as being good habitat for macroinvertebrates. The relocation
will affect two properties including a private residence and Township land. Utilizing the former
stream location for the relocated stream precluded opportunities to reconnect the stream with its
floodplain due to the narrow passage and steep gradient of the streambed. There are few
meanders and considerable armoring through this section of the creek. Habitat enhancement will
occur from logs and other woody debris to be used to provide fish cover. The design includes
placement of rock boulders in some of the stream. Once construction is complete, the plan is
relying on new substrate to establish itself on the streambed from soils, stones, and organic
matter migrating from upstream. It is expected that the substrate will emerge naturally. Cover for
fish was added when the flow resumed through the new streambed.
Relocating the stream to its former location yielded a few challenges, specifically the need to
relocate the township’s sewer line maintenance access road and obtain permission from the
owners of a private ball field to grant allow the location of the new access road to go across their
land. These on-the-ground circumstances caused significant delays; however, VCRP, is confident
the final design is a more practical and cost-effective approach than initial proposed concepts.
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Although floodplain re-connection could not be fully accomplished in the newly re-located
channel, such re-connections will occur in the upper several hundred feet of stream that was
rehabilitated.
The final design presented by Rettew in July 2007 was considered satisfactory to VCRP. Prior to
granting permission for this work, Tredyffrin Township requested that the Erosion and
Sedimentation Control (E&S) Plan include (1) delineation showing areas of disturbance; (2)
measures to prevent soil compaction where construction vehicles would cross the sewer line; and
(3) the cut and fill analysis. Rettew performed cut and fill analysis, which calls for using
excavated soils as fill for the existing stream channel. The township accepted the plan that
demonstrated the access road would not cause compaction pressure on the sewer line and
issued a landowner-approval letter. The E&S Plan was filed with the Chester County
Conservation District and the final E&S package and Chapter 105 Plan submitted to DEP for
approval in October 2007. The package included required approval letters from the two
landowners impacted by the project including property owned by Mr. and Mrs. Domenic Meoli and
Tredyffrin Township. The joint PA DEP/U.S. COE permit was issued in early July 2008.
Construction commenced July 22, 2008 and is nearly complete at September 30, 2008.
Construction of the portion of Crabby relocated involved complexities and challenges. The
Conservation District requires that work on the stream be done in-the-dry. This meant that above
the banks where trackhoes and bulldozers were working, the stream had to be pumped into a
hose, which discharged below the work area. As work was completed and the project team
moved downstream the pump had to be moved further down but still above the work area. This
was not particularly difficult for the construction firm (Flyways, Inc.). And, the work in the new
channel was being done in the dry because flow was still going into the old channel. The
challenge here was to create a channel and place boulders and logs so as to become vanes and
other channel forming devices in this moderate to high-gradient area with steep slopes on each
side. Equipment operators who create such devices usually work in the stream. They can place a
rock, see what the water does with it and move the rock if he/she doesn’t like what the flow does.
In a dry channel the equipment operator can only visualize how that flow might be affected by the
rocks and visualize how deep the pools will be when water finally starts flowing. Working in-thedry is good at preventing sediment load pollution downstream, but it does require good design
plans (which Rettew did) and good equipment operators, which Flyways had.
Sequencing the final steps of the construction was also challenging. Prior to re-directing the
stream flow of Crabby into the new channel, Flyways pumped water into the channel before
pulling the plug of earth that was blocking the new channel. The water flow produced muddy
water as the flow picked up loose soil and as water flow over the vanes starting creating pools. At
the same time the former stream portion had to be electroshocked to capture the brown trout and
dace. These fish were transferred by bucket to the new pools that were created in the first portion
of Crabby Creek that was rehabilitated. The brown trout included young of the year and a couple
of large trout. After the trout were removed from the former channel, Flyways was able to then
start moving the accumulated piles of dirt that were excavated from the new channel, into the old
now-waterless old channel. A problem for the Chester County Conservation District, who visited
the construction work twice per week, was the lack of matting and vegetation on the soils forming
the steep slopes along the new channel. This was especially relevant because a nor’easter was
expected.
VCRP will monitor construction activities to make observations from which it will learn. A
macroinvertebrate survey was performed before the stream rehabilitation work by Cabrini
University and Stroud Water Research Center. These baseline survey sites were above, amidst,
and below the rehabilitated stretch of Crabby Creek.
In early November, 2008 two work parties were held among volunteers and 470 trees and shrubs
were planted along the slopes of the re-located portion of Crabby Creek. An exclosure fence was
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built around trees and shrubs planted on flat areas. A deer repellent was applied to the trees and
shrubs planted on the slopes of the stream.
D. Floodplain Reconnection along Crabby Creek
VCRP planned to employ floodplain reconnection as part of the method to restore and stabilize
Crabby Creek above Route 252 due to the benefits associated with this technique. It was the
Partnership’s hope to maximize the connection between the streambed and its floodplain since
this practice has been employed with success in nearby watersheds and it a highly regarded
practice. Floodplain reconnection as a technique can yield several benefits. Reconnection
means a stream can rise and flow over the banks into a broad vegetated floodplain;
•

•
•

The energy associated with storm flows is more effectively dissipated helping to reduce
physical damages to the channel. As the energy associated with heavy storm flows
decreases, shear stress to stream banks and bed diminish and help reduce stream bank
erosion, scour and degradation.
Common stormwater pollutants including sediment, oil/grease, and nutrients drop out or are
trapped and attenuated by floodplain soils and plants.
Downstream storm volumes and associated impacts are reduced because some stormwater
volume soaks into the ground, evaporates into the atmosphere, and is taken up by plants;
this reduces the volume conveyed down stream and associated flooding and damages.

Despite its best intentions, VCRP could not extensively employ this floodplain reconnection
technique in this phase of the Crabby Creek restoration program. Several factors and constraints
limited opportunities to employ this practice at this time. Physical constraints include: a narrow
deep passage for the relocated stream and steep slopes. Other constraining factors included the
presence of the township sewer line the presence of a major road near the stream channel and
the need to have the stream enter the culvert under that major road. The decision to relocate the
stream to the location of the former streambed precluded floodplain reconnection opportunities,
but it allowed the stream to not have to make three crossings across the sanitary sewage line.
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Section V

Policy Implications and Lessons Learned

This section outlines lessons learned and policy implications derived from this initial restoration
phase for Crabby Creek. There is an array of issues, barriers, and limitations outlined that
recount VCRP’s experience; recognizing these help navigate a smoother path for follow-up
stormwater management and restoration work. This section of the report documents policy
implications and identifies several policies and programs that can help resolve issues and
overcome barriers.
Limitations and Factors Affecting Restoration and Retrofit Opportunities
There are both natural and anthropogenic conditions that directed and influenced VCRP’s
restoration and retrofit opportunities. VCRP learned of the following conditions and barriers
impacting restoration and retrofits during this phase of the restoration program. These natural
and manmade impediments include:
•

Topography. Steep and narrow valleys in headwater areas present significant challenges to
siting BMPs and connecting a stream to its floodplain, especially when excess stormwater
runoff from impervious surfaces creates high energy stream flows. These topographic
conditions limit retrofit and stream restoration options. Legacy sediment found in the
watershed behind historic milldams or from de-forested upland areas causes incising of the
stream, cutting the stream off from its floodplain.

•

Geology. Shallow soils and bedrock in the headwater area of the sub-watershed as well as
steep slopes constrain infiltration retrofit options and necessitate smaller BMPs to prevent
their failure. Saprolite and weathered bedrock prevalent throughout upper reaches is prone
to erosion, scour and degradation contributing to the challenge of channel and bank
rehabilitation. Sinkholes and limestone are a characteristic of the bottom areas of Valley
Creek watershed, which has historically limited infiltration BMPs in the watershed; however,
site specific conditions do vary speaking to the need for soil and bedrock testing to identify
site-specific BMP options.

•

Mature Woodland. The mature trees throughout wooded areas that characterize upper
reaches of this urban watershed provide tremendous benefits helping stabilize steep slopes,
uptake stormwater, and shade the creek. The presence of mature trees on the parkland and
in residential areas do, however, limit BMP size and shape, which requires exploratory and
creative design to avoid tree damage and loss.

•

Sanitary Sewer Infrastructure. The sewer line parallels the streambed and interferes with
stream stability and natural stream migration. The sewer line location as well as the sewer
access road limited floodplain reconnection opportunities in Reach A. Stream meanders and
bank erosion caused by high flows and over bank conditions has contributed to sewer line
exposures and necessitated authorities to employ emergency repair techniques that eliminate
potential sewage leaks, stabilize and protect the pipe. A pro-active program to monitor
streams and sewer-line exposures might avoid emergency repairs that usually rely on riprap
or armor rather than naturalized bank rehabilitation methods.

•

Transportation Infrastructure. Culverts under roads and train tracks common in urban
areas pose challenges for stream restoration. Culverts limit flexibility in “free” design of
stable streams. When infrastructure improvements or road-widening are undertaken, new
options for culvert construction should be considered to facilitate changes in stream paths.
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Lessons learned through this phase of the Crabby Creek restoration program:
• Establish Clear Goals. Early in the work it became clear that concise goals for the work had
to be established. A top goal was not just to reduce runoff but to reduce downstream flooding.
Another goal was to not just reduce stream bank erosion but to reduce sedimentation in the
stream channel. Habitat creation and enhancement for brook trout in the upper reaches was
another key goal. Keeping water temperatures low was also a related goal for habitat.
• Sound Science. The conduct of a fluvial dynamics study early in the process guided
restoration strategy that addressed specific conditions. This study helped guide the retrofit and
rehabilitation work and establish priorities. VCRP thinks it also a good idea to solicit and consider
different schools of thought early in the process and to facilitate dialogue among professionals
with differing opinions to arrive at the best position about degree and causes of degradation and
solutions.
• Measuring Progress. It is critical to future success to collect stream data prior to
undertaking restoration and to start early in the process to provide a scientific basis for evaluating
conditions once restoration is underway and projects are completed. Monitoring helps evaluate
effectiveness and success of individual projects as well as measure progress toward overall
program goals. Data collection should include biological, chemical and physical measurements
of water quality and the stream as well as flow data using in stream rain gauge instrumentation.
Policy Implications
Through this process VCRP team members identified an array of policy implications and ideas to
support watershed restoration.
Stream Rehabilitation
•

Steep slopes, excess runoff, the presence of sewer lines, and the need to aim a stream
at a downstream culvert act together to require armoring of a stream like Crabby Creek
as a method of rehabilitation. VCRP was not therefore able to reconnect Crabby Creek to
its floodplain in a manner that is thought possible in other sub-watersheds of Valley
Creek that are more gently sloped and have fewer culverts.

•

VCRP initially held the position that stormwater runoff reductions from BMP retrofits
needed to be accomplished before undertaking stream rehabilitation. This project showed
that stream improvements can be done before future runoff reductions from best
management practice (BMP) retrofits. Further, BMP retrofits will take many years to
accomplish because of a need for landowner education, financial resources, and the
implementation of incentives for some to install BMPs on their property.

•

VCRP would have benefited from installing a flow gauge at a strategic point in Crabby
Creek at least one year prior to work under the William Penn Foundation grant. Valley
Creek does have a USGS gauge downstream of Little Valley Creek and Crabby Creek
but the drainage area for applying regional curves includes mixed geologic sub-bases.
Therefore, the derivation of stream channel design dimensions might have been more
accurate if VCRP had installed a gauge on Crabby Creek.

•

Macroinvertebrate monitoring needs to be performed before and after the stream
rehabilitation work. In this instance, “after” rehabilitation means comparing the newly relocated stream versus the “before” macroinvertebrate population of the former stream. It
will take months before a new equilibrium amount of macroinvertebrates exist in the
relocated stream.
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Stormwater Management
•

Nearly, all developed land is capable of being retrofit for improved stormwater
management. Impervious surfaces are comprised of roofs, driveways, parking lots, roads,
walkways. Each of these land uses has a way by which that surface can be made more
porous or storage area can be created below, around or in the land use. Roofs can be
made green or the water from roofs can go down spouts that lead to barrels or rain
gardens. Parking lots and sidewalks can be made porous or can be sloped so that
stormwater flows to infiltration trenches and/or sub-surface storage.

•

“Downsize” the Design Storm for Retrofits. BMP retrofits need not infiltrate the 2-year 24hour storm as is called for in new development per township regulations. A policy for
retrofits to control 0.5” storm or a 1” storm will provide improvements. The Center for
Watershed Protection in Ellicott City, MD calls for controlling the one-year storm with
retrofits. The City of Charlottesville, Virginia engaged in a city-wide program to reduce
runoff from existing sites by 75 percent. VCRP suggests applying the best available
management practice (BAMP) on a site-specific basis to control runoff. VCRP also
recommends that effort be made to develop hydrological determined goals for flow
reduction throughout Valley Creek and, consequently, Crabby Creek.

•

There are no incentives or requirements in Tredyffrin Township (nor many townships)
that cover existing landowners in Crabby Creek for the control the excess runoff from
their existing property. In lieu of such incentives, VCRP hopes to install demonstration
projects throughout the Valley Creek watershed for various types of land uses. Grants will
be sought for public lands such as municipal properties and school district properties.
Rain gardens and rain barrels will be installed at a couple of residences. One rain garden
was installed on Earth Day 2008 using funds from the Environmental Fund for
Pennsylvania. Educational efforts will be undertaken for other property owners to install
rain barrels and rain gardens since the VCRP cannot be expected to find grants for all
landowners. The remaining challenge is to involve the corporate and commercial
community in retrofitting their own properties with BMPs.

•

In a built-out watershed, like Crabby Creek, teardowns and additions become the major
form of development in the watershed. Improved stormwater ordinances must include redevelopment for more stringent runoff management. Tredyffrin Township requires
additions of 500 square feet or more to come under the ordinances.

•

Installing BMP retrofits has the following positive impacts;
o Less bank erosion downstream
o Less flooding
o Increased base flow
o Improved temperatures (colder water)
o More transpiration by trees and shrubs

•

The cost per gallon of water infiltrated at the three studied storm sewer outlets in Crabby
Creek (out of a total of 22) ranged from $2.56 to $5.93 with an average of $3.58 (Jan
2007 $). This calculation is for only one storm. This method of calculation for comparing
BMP retrofits is only valid if the retrofits have the same useful life and maintenance costs.

•

The mature trees throughout wooded areas of upper Crabby Creek provide tremendous
benefits in helping to stabilize steep slopes, uptake stormwater, shade the creek while
slowing and reducing runoff. Rainfall runoff in woodlands with poor conditions begins
after a 1.2” storm, whereas runoff begins after a 1.9” storm in woodlands with good
understory (Cahill Associates). The presence of mature trees on the parkland and in
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residential areas do, however, limit BMP size and shape, which simply requires
exploratory and creative designing to avoid tree damage and loss.
•

The Water Resources Authority of Chester County has modeled Valley Creek for zones
of release rates for reducing peak discharges of runoff that would reduce peak flooding in
Valley Creek.

•

Crabby Creek has approximately 4 detention basins above the Rte 252 culvert. Future
VCRP efforts will be aimed at evaluating these basins for retrofit.

Regulations and Enforcement
•

Ordinance Updates and New Regulations. VCRP advocates that stormwater
management requirements apply to increasingly small increases of impervious cover,
including what is defined as re-development. For some model ordinances stormwater
management is required for development of more than 1500 SF; the new proposed
stormwater ordinance in Tredyffrin Township calls for stormwater management when 500
SF of impervious surface is being created; however, one highly urban watershed
(Swarthmore) with deficient stormwater management and severe stream degradation is
requiring stormwater management when new impervious surfaces are 250 SF or greater.
Other areas where regulatory control is needed in order to improve stormwater
management and prevent stream degradation include provisions that protect and control
development in environmentally sensitive areas including wetlands, sinkholes, springs
and seeps, floodplains, riparian corridors, and mature woodlands.

•

Institute Incentives to Motivate Property Owners to implement Retrofit BMPs in
Areas Lacking Infrastructure and Critical Drainage Areas. A program of incentives at
the local level is needed to encourage landowners to assume a role managing off-site
stormwater. Individual owners might install stormwater BMPs on properties to manage
uncontrolled runoff from public roads or municipal facilities or to better manage their own
site stormwater. For example, instituting the use of financial incentives might motivate
individual landowners to implement BMP retrofits and provide stormwater management
for off-site runoff in areas that lack stormwater infrastructure. A technical assistance
program through landscapers and building contractors to help landowners design and
install BMP retrofits that control on-site and off-site stormwater runoff benefits property
owners as well as the community and the creek. Offers of low cost or free landscape
materials (e.g., soil, plants, rock) might assist residential landowners with the construction
of bioretention and rain garden BMPs that receive off-site or street runoff.

Operation and Maintenance
Stormwater Facility Inspection Program. Increase vigilance in land disturbance
inspections and stormwater management facility inspections for new and redevelopment. For
example, ensure pre-design and post-construction soil testing to validate design and ensure
proper function.
•
O&M Inspection and Oversight. The updated township ordinance will require postconstruction stormwater facility operation and maintenance; however, without a Township
program and commitment to oversee or enforce these provisions, it can be expected that the full
potential of the regulations will not be realized. A dedicated budget to fund a post-construction
inspection program will help assure O&M.
•
Technical Support. Provide technical information/training to landowners about the
benefits of performing O&M on stormwater management facilities.
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•
Incentives for Operation and Maintenance. Identify and employ incentives and
disincentives to motivate landowners to conduct O&M, repair and retrofit poorly performing
stormwater facilities, and induce owners to go beyond basic O&M to retrofit facilities with
infiltration BMPs.
Education and Outreach
•
Landowner Education. Educate landowners about water resources of Crabby Creek to
help dispel the notion of stormwater as a nuisance including residential landowners, commercial
property owner and managers and inform them about stormwater management and facility O&M.
•
Sponsor and subsidize retrofit demonstration projects. Promote retrofit BMPs and
showcase practices in neighborhoods and properties with visibility to the community. Conduct
tours to showcase demonstration projects
•
Partner with private landowners/commercial properties. Create new and enhance
existing stormwater BMPs and riparian restoration practices (e.g., solicit corporate partners).
•
Landowner Technical Assistance. Educate property owners and landscape industry to
encourage the use of rain barrels and rain gardens to manage stormwater runoff on site. Seek
opportunities to subsidize or assist property owners implement on-site BMPs in developed areas.
The Tredyffrin Township EAC conducted a rain barrel workshop winter 2007.
•
Promote watershed-friendly landscaping. Educate landowners and the landscape
industry about practices that provide better stormwater management, moisture retention, soil and
slope stability, and can incrementally improve watershed health. For example, implement
programs to promote ongoing tree maintenance, meadow conversion from turf lawns, design with
native plants and stormwater-beneficial plants, use of compost and leaf litter for mulching.
Institutional Issues
•
Funding. Dedicate funding for an ongoing municipal post-construction stormwater
management program.. The use of stormwater fees based on percent impervious is one method
to consider that would provide a dedicated revenue source to fund stormwater management
programming (e.g. fund an inspection program). This is important in urban areas lacking
stormwater infrastructure and with little chance of improvement without installing municipal
stormwater retrofit projects.
•
Floodplain Maps. Remap floodplain to reflect present conditions as the basis for
directing future development away from the floodplain. This might help institute incentives and
stricter regulation that would discourage redevelopment in floodplains and protect riparian
corridors as floodways.
•
Sewer Location. The long-held practice of locating sewer lines near streams to take
advantage of the same gravity forces that shaped the streams has to either be abandoned or
accomplished in a way that assures that the accelerated meanderings of the streams will not
cross paths with the sewer lines. Over the course of decades, streams whose dynamic forces are
increased by excess storm runoffs will, most likely cause sewer lines and manholes to be
exposed and increase the risk of ruptures that spill raw sewage into streams.

Land Conservation
•
Open Space Protection. Identify critical open spaces for preservation/restoration for
purchase, or easements
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•

Stormwater Management or Conservation Easements. If possible, utilize open space
parcels in drainage areas where stormwater problems are severe and undeveloped parcels
exist and are suitable for new stormwater management facilities, specifically volume control
and infiltration BMPs. Even small parcels have the potential to provide incremental
stormwater management opportunities and, as such, will help achieve watershed restoration
goals. This might include extending township stormwater easements that exist at present.
Undeveloped parcels should be evaluated for their potential to manage stormwater and
become part of an overall retrofit / land “acquisition” strategy.

•
Tree/Undergrowth Protection. Institute incentives to prevent tree removal in Crabby
Creek watershed or institute a policy of no net loss policy for trees in riparian corridor. Institute
policies/programs that create incentives for tree protection. For example, the township might (1)
solicit input from landowners about what would motivate them to not remove trees; and (2) guide
landowners in their decision-making about tree care and removal to discourage cutting trees with
the greatest watershed and stormwater values. Institute programs to protect undergrowth since
research suggests it has greater value than trees alone.
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Glossary
Term

Definition

Aquifer

any geological formation containing or conducting ground
water, esp. one that supplies the water for wells, springs,
etc.
The term bankfull was originally used to describe the
incipient elevation on the bank where flooding begins. In
many stream systems, the bankfull stage is associated with
the flow that just fills the channel to the top of its banks and
at a point where the water begins to overflow onto a
floodplain (Leopold et al. 1964).
www.epa.gov/WARSSS/sedsource/bankfull.htm
Baseflow is the portion of streamflow that comes from
groundwater and not runoff. It is assumed that 50% of the
water that percolates down to shallow ground water
contributes to baseflow. - en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baseflow
Bioretention is a soil and plant-based stormwater
management best management practice (BMP) employed
to filter runoff from developed communities.
www.ence.umd.edu/~apdavis/Bioret.htm
Best Management Practice – usually used herein with
reference to stormwater best management practices
With certain legal exclusions and additions, the term
`brownfield site' means real property, the expansion,
redevelopment, or reuse of which may be complicated by
the presence or potential presence of a hazardous
substance, pollutant, or contaminant.
www.epa.gov/swerosps/bf/glossary.htm
a conduit used to enclose a flowing body of water. It may be
used to allow water to pass underneath a road, railway, or
embankment for example. Culverts can be made of many
different materials...
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Culvert
a term describing the transport of water into the atmosphere
from surfaces, including soil (soil evaporation), and from
vegetation ( transpiration ). The process of
evapotranspiration is one of the main consumers of solar
energy at the Earth's surface.
www.eoearth.org/article/Evapotranspiration
Hydraulic Engineering Research : Headcut Erosion
A headcut is the sudden change in elevation or knickpoint
at the leading edge of a gully. Headcuts can range from
less than an inch to several feet in height, depending on
several factors.

Bankfull

Baseflow

Bioretention

BMP
Brownfields

Culvert

Evapotranspiration

Headcut
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Gradient
Impervious
Surface
Land Use/s

Open Space

Stream Order

Sub-basin
Transpiration

Understory

Watershed

www.ars.usda.gov/Research/docs.htm?docid=4115
An ascending or descending part; an incline. The American
Heritage® Dictionary
mainly artificial structures, such as pavements, rooftops,
sidewalks, roads, and parking lots - covered by
impenetrable materials such as asphalt, concrete, brick,
and stone. en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Impervious_surface
the human modification of natural environment or
wilderness into built environment such as fields, pastures,
and settlements. The major effect of land use on land cover
since 1750 has been deforestation of temperate regions.
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Land_use
A concept in urban planning: Public space, Urban open
spaces and greenways.
native lands including wilderness, undeveloped parkland
and relatively undisturbed natural environments.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_space
is a simple hydrology algorithm used to define stream size
based on a hierarchy of tributaries. The streams range
from one (1) to the most powerful which is the Amazon
River at "12."
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strahler_Stream_Order
Sub-basins are smaller scale basins,
www.stormwatersmart.org/Stormwater101.htm
the process by which moisture is carried through plants
from roots to small pores on the underside of leaves, where
it changes to vapor and is released to the atmosphere.
ga.water.usgs.gov/edu/watercycletranspiration.html
Understory is the term for the area of a forest which grows
in the shade of the emergent or forest canopy. Plants in the
understory consist of a mixture of seedlings and saplings of
canopy trees together with understory shrubs and herbs.
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Underbrush
is an area of land that drains into a lake or river. Why is
your watershed important? We all live in a watershed.
Watersheds are the places we call home, where we work
and where we play.
www.ctic.purdue.edu/KYW/Brochures/GetToKnow.html
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Appendix A List of Partners in the Valley Creek Restoration Partnership
Nonprofit Partners:
•
•
•
•
•

Valley Forge Chapter of Trout Unlimited
Green Valleys Association
Open Land Conservancy of Chester County
West Chester Fish, Game and Wildlife Association
Chester County League of Women Voters

Advisors:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

United States Geological Survey (USGS)
Valley Forge National Historic Park
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (DEP)
Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission
Chester County Conservation District
Chester County Water Resources Authority
East Whiteland Township
Tredyffrin Township
Cabrini College
Drexel University
Temple University
University of Maryland, Baltimore
Villanova University
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APPENDIX 01 Map of the Valley Creek Watershed
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APPENDIX 02 Map of the Crabby Creek Watershed
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APPENDIX 03 Crabby Creek Watershed Soils Map
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Appendix 04 Soil types

Crabby Creek Soils Map
Key to Soil types
CmB2
CmC2
GeB2
GeC2
GeD2
GnB2
HaB2
HaC2
HoB2
HoD3
MgC2
MgD2
MgD3
MhE3
MkF
Mn
UfuB
UoB
UoD
UzbB
WoA

Comly silt loam, 3 to 8 percent slopes, moderately eroded
Comly silt loam, 8 to 15 percent slopes, moderately eroded
Glenelg channery silt loam, 3 to 8 percent slopes, moderately eroded
Glenelg channery silt loam, 8 to 15 percent slopes, moderately eroded
Glenelg channery silt loam, 15 to 25 percent slopes, moderately eroded
Glenville silt loam, 3 to 8 percent slopes, moderately eroded
Hartleton channery silt loam, 3 to 8 percent slopes, moderately eroded
Hartleton channery silt loam, 8 to 15 percent slopes, moderately eroded
Hollinger silt loam, 3 to 8 percent slopes, moderately eroded
Hollinger silt loam, 15 to 25 percent slopes, severely eroded
Manor loam, 8 to 15 percent slopes, moderately eroded
Manor loam, 15 to 25 percent slopes, moderately eroded
Manor loam, 15 to 25 percent slopes, severely eroded
Manor loam and channery loam, 25 to 35 percent slopes, severely eroded
Manor soils, 35 to 60 percent slopes
Melvin silt loam
Urban land, 0 to 8 percent slopes
Ungers very stoney loam, 3 to 8 percent slopes
Ungers very stoney loam, 8 to 25 percent slopes
Urban land-Udorthents, sandy complex, 0 to 8 percent slopes
Worsham silt loam, 3 to 8 percent slopes
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APPENDIX 05 Stormwater Runoff Discussion
Stormwater Runoff – A Discussion
An impervious surface is any surface that does not allow water to pass through or be
absorbed through it. No discussion and comprehension of stormwater runoff can occur until one
understands the relationship that an impervious surface plays in stormwater runoff.
In a natural setting in our area there are very few examples of an impervious surface. A
very large rock or bolder might be considered an impervious surface. Most natural surfaces that
might be impervious are surrounded by areas of pervious surface (surface that allows water or
moisture to pass through it or be absorbed by it). But if you look at our man-made environment
there are many of examples of impervious surfaces. There are roofs, roads, driveways and
parking lots.
One effect of an impervious surface on the environment occurs during a rainstorm.
When rain falls on an impervious surface it has to run off because there is no other place for it to
go. As noted above, many of the examples of impervious surface represent large areas. Even a
modest house roof with an area of 2,000 square feet (40’ X 50’) yields runoff of 1,200 gallons in
only a 1 inch storm. We receive annually 47.3 inches of rain. That one house on an annual basis
sends, 56,760 gallons of runoff away from its surface.
Consider how many houses are on the ridge tops above Crabby Creek. How many?
LandStudies estimated 650 residences in the Crabby Creek Watershed. 650 houses equate to
36.9 million gallons of runoff per year. That is only considering roofs and only the Crabby Creek
Watershed. Residential properties made up 27% of the impervious area in the Crabby Creek
watershed. Roofs probably make up the largest portion of residential impervious surfaces, but
there are driveways to consider as well as garages and sheds. If we accept the 27% as the
residential component of runoff, and calculate the total volume of stormwater runoff, that yields
136,644,440 gallons in the Crabby Creek watershed alone. Roads generate 55% of that runoff.
As you can see the runoff numbers get very big very fast. It only takes a few square feet
in a moderate storm to generate a lot of stormwater runoff. That is why, as development
increases, so does flooding and increased stream degradation. One solution is to deal with the
runoff at its source. Manage the stormwater where it occurs – don’t have it leave the property that
creates it. In developed neighborhoods like those occurring in the Crabby Creek Watershed that
is easier said than done. Though there are certain easy things that homeowner can do to at least
help manage “their” stormwater runoff. Rain barrels can capture some small storms and will
benefit gardens after rain events. Rain Gardens and bioretention areas are effective ways to
manage runoff. The advantage of these is that they get that runoff back into the ground, thus
replicating the natural water cycle. Stormwater runoff wastes the water sending it away from the
area. Rain gardens and bioretention areas are infiltration devices that put the runoff back into the
ground to provide drinking water for wells and augment stream flow.
What we do to the land we, ultimately, do the creek. Nearly all of us live down hill of
someone and we receive our up hill neighbors’ runoff. That runoff may be little or great depending
where we live, and what is happening uphill. The runoff can be natural or dirty. Back in 1856,
Philadelphia created the Fairmont Park System because it recognized this fact and the cleaner
they kept the upstream waters, the cleaner the water would be for Philadelphians to drink. New
York City in the past few years has launched a huge initiative to protect the source of their
drinking water, which lies in the headwaters of the Delaware River and the Catskills Mountains.
A decision a homeowner can make is to protect that headwater seeps or streams that
flow through his or her property. Decide to let that area be natural. Allow a buffer to the stream
to grow up or better still; plant it with native trees and shrubs. The wider the better, but every foot
of width away from the stream helps. If you enjoy viewing the water just have a path to it. Make
it a special wild place.
You do not have to live with the stream running through your property to make a
difference. Everyone can help make a difference. Most all of us that own homes send at least a
portion of our runoff to the street. From there it flows down to a storm sewer where it is piped to
the nearest stream. Your house can be a long way from the nearest stream but you can be
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effecting it with your runoff. Consider using rain barrels and rain gardens to control your runoff.
Direct you roof drains and downspouts into gardens or lawn areas. A turf lawn absorbs very little
runoff. Consider reducing your lawn area and installing rain gardens. Rain gardens with a little
planning can be beautiful and can be very low maintenance once established. They can be an
enhancement to any residence.
Stormwater runoff is a big problem today because when our development boom occurred
there were no regulations to manage it. The technology of the day was to get the runoff to the
street and into a storm sewer. The storm sewer then dumps the runoff into the nearest creek,
stream or river. Today we are more aware of the consequences of not managing our stormwater
runoff, the effects of which we see all to frequently on the nightly news in the form of flooding.
We are all part of the problem and as such, we are also all part of the solution. For more
information on managing you stormwater or seeking assistance please contact any of the below
resources. We will be glad to assist you in becoming part of the solution.

ORGANIZATION
Chester County Conservation
District

PHONE NUMBER

EMAIL - WEBSITE

(610) 925-4920

Chester Water Resources
Authority
Green Valleys Association

(610) 344-5400

www.chesco.org/conserv
ation
www.chesco.org/water/

(610) 469-4900

www.greenvalleys.org

Valley Forge Chapter of Trout
Unlimited
Tredyffrin Township,
Environment Advisory Council

(610) 827-7619

www.valleyforgetu.org

(610) 644-1400

www.tredyffrin.org/
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Appendix 06 Historic Development Aerial Photographs

Crabby Creek is in the extreme upper right corner of the 1946 photograph.
The red line that runs through the center of both photos is the path of Lancaster Avenue, Route 30.
In the 1995 Photograph Crabby Creek lies to the center right side above Lancaster Avenue.
The yellow line in the 1995 photo is the current path of Route 202.
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